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WHY WAS
MARTHA MITCHELL
KID NAPPED?

, What follows was originally read on Sunday night, the 4th of
July, last year while I was anchor man at KSF,Y in San Francisco
for the broadcasting of the final Fillmore concert; it was heard
,simultaneously on Steve Post's show over WBAI in New York.

My research on political assassinations, election manipulations and clandestine governments is not political. Democrats
as well as Republicans contribute to murdering and concealing
their crimes.
(Continued on Page 27)

by Paul

(Continued on Page 2)

by Mae Brussell

Well, fm "an alleged comedian" too.
Kill Nixon!
In fact, rm officially an alleged comedian. At the Chicago
Conspiracy Trial, Prosecutor Thomas Foran said in his summation to the jury: "Are we going to be conned into believing
that . . . you are only a good guy if you think Paul Krassner is
funny?"
Presumably, I won't be prosecuted for breaking a law which is
based on the assumption that people can't be trusted to make their
own decisions.
That's why Richard Nixon had to tell us that Charles Manson
was guilty — so we wouldn't notice that they're actually the same
person. Have you ever seen President Nixon and Charlie Manson together? Of course not. Have you ever seen Lieutenant
•
Calley and Patricia Krenwinkel together? Aha!
All Nixon was saying is that Manson was guilty of not having a
Government permit.
What I mean is, on the TV news today, the newscaster started to
say, "According to the Taiwan News Service," and then suddenly
on came this film clip promoting The Wonderful World of
Disney.
And the newscaster made no reference to it.
Isn't it reassuring to know that you weren't the only one who
saw that?
But the direction was clear.
First there was a soldier saying, "If the Army goes down, the
United States goes down."
Hmmntim.
Then Martha Mitchell was quoted as saying that the newspapers will have to be suppressed. Does anyone suppose that her
husband, the Attorney General of the United States, is surprised
at this turn of events?
Obviously, Henry Kissinger told Richard Nixon who told John
Mitchell who told Martha what to say. I'm sorry, Women's Liberation, but I do believe that. It's the ultimate soap opera. What
did you think they do at night instead of balling? They discuss
which trial balloon Martha Mitchell will next leak to the press.
And then — oh, yes — the Newport Festival was cancelled. But
before we could feel.too sorry for ourselves, there came the plight
of the Menominee Indians.
Why can't the money we might have spent on a new record album be a tax on ourselves instead, for the things we believe in? I'd
like to propose that the funds of the Whole Earth Catalog be used
to incorporate a separate tax system, to be spent for the celebration of survival.
What really frightens people in power is the sense of joy
permeating our music. We are an insidious pelvic movement,
plotting to kill the Nixon within ourselves.
And be sure to tell 'em — Groucho sentcha. •
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Realist

Editorial Giggy Trips
This Is Another Pre-Anniversary Issue
•A patient subscriber has compiled an embarrassing list of my
broken editorial promises over the past four years:
•"The -10th Anniversary Issue of The Realist will be out in June
•
[1968]."
"This was supposed to be the 10th Anniversary Issue, but that's
."
been postponed .
"The Realist's 10th Anniversary issue ... . will be out in late
October."
"Yes, I know this was suppoSed to be the 10th Anniversary Issue . . . it will be published in mid-February [1969]."
"Hey, look, that pre-touted 10th Anniversary Issue isn't a puton, really . . . I promise it will be out during April."
"No, goddammit, this isn't the 40th Anniversary Issue
either' . . . it will be out in late October."
"In the summer of 1968 the 10th Anniversary Issue of The Realist was supposed to be published. Now here it is the summer of
1970 . . . but the 12th Anniversary Issue will have been worth
.„ • •
waiting for." . ,
"This is still anOthei pre-anniversary issue . . but the 13th.
Anniversary Issue should be ready in Spring 1971."
"This summer, the legendary-behihd-its-time 13th Anniversary Issue . . ."
"The 13th Anniversary Issue . .• . will be finished in time to
celebrate the annual [1971] Christmas boycott."
"The next issue, No. 93, will celebrate our 13th Anniversary
during, appropriately enough, our 14th year of publication. It will
feature The Parts Left Out of the Manson Book, a subject which
I've been investigating obsessively for the past few months. It's
probably the most important piece I've ever written." I went on to
say that "my journalistic and psychic priority is the story behind
the spoon-fed image we've all gotten of the Charles Manson case." But getting this issue out superceded that priority. Besides,
there has been more material to gather on the case than I'd first
suspected. Book-length, it'll cost non-subscribers SI.
So ,then: Unless I- get a job with the Administration promising
they'll get out of Vietnam soon, the 13th Anniversary Issue of The
Realist will be published before the end, of summer [1972], featuring The Parts Left Out of the Manson Book.
What originally started out in 1968 to be the anniversary issue
has been developing into a struggle between false humility and an
urge to share my bizarre search, in the form of an autobiography ,
to be called The Truth Is Silly Putty, which I'll return to, along
with my novel and screenplay, but only after the 13th Anniversary Issue is published.
Of course I could've called 7- arbitrarily — this issue the 13th
Anniversary Issue, but that'd really be ridiculous.

A Few Words About Saint Mae
Mae Brussell is an extraordinary human being.
Back in November, 1963, she was just a regular housewife with
five kids. Like the rest of us, she was stunned by the assassination
of President Kennedy.
Her daughter, Bonnie, then 7 years old, was concerned about
Lee Harvey Oswald, and decided to send him her teddy bear. It
was all wrapped up and ready to mail when she saw him murdered by Jack Ruby on television that Sunday morning.
Mae couldn't help but wonder: What kind of world are we
bringing our children into? That basic question is what inspired
the initiation of a project, her dedication to which is now in its
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ninth year.
She reads 8 newspapers a day. She has carefully digested over
300 books on espionage and related subjects. She has cross-referenced the entire 26 volumes of the Warren Commission Report. Her files are incredible.
The evidence, once you really get into it, is overwhelming: The
facts are there. The connections become obvious. The conclusion
is undeniable: When John F. Kennedy was shot in Dallas, the
United States Government was taken over.
Did you think that an elaborate plot to kill a President was simply in order to get Lyndon Johnson into office? Can you imagine
him quitting that job on April Fool's Day Eve in 1968 voluntarily? . . .
For the past year, Mae Brussell has had a radio program called
Dialogue: Assassination on KLRB in Carmel. An hour a week of
dandy documentation, it's the furthest out show being broadcast today.
The repression in this country has been increasing; yet, in devoting herself to research of political assassinations, Mae's philosophy has remained optimistic: "There are higher values than
power and force. Honesty and compassion are stronger than
weapons.".
She is some kind of saint, and truthseeking is her discipline.
Knowing her, I've undergone a religious conversion: from believing in Coincidence to believing in Conspiracy.
And so, this is to announce a new periodical I'm going to publish, in addition to The Realist: Mae Brussell's. Conspiracy Newsletter, to be mailed twice a month: And remember, even if Paul
Revere could've been diagnosed as a raving paranoid schizophrenic, it doesn't mean the British weren't coming.
Last year, Mae's daughter, Bonnie, who never had a chance to
send her teddy bear to Lee Harvey Oswald, was killed, at the
age of 15, in a suspicious automobile accident. But her impulse
lives on in her mother's work.

Notes of a Paranoid Schizophrenic
What I'm about to get into might be considered self-indulgent
on one level, but I know that whatever problems I have are luxuries compared to a prisoner at Attica trying to decide whether or
not to slash the throat of a guard being held hostage. Okay?
I've never taken any salary from The Realist, and have subsidized it from the beginning. From 1958-60, I lived out of savings. From 1960-64, I did interviews for Playboy and worked with
Lenny Bruce on his autobiography, How to Talk Dirty and Influence People.
From 1964-70, I was Cavalier's film critic. But, shortly after I
testified in the Chicago Conspiracy Trial, three wholesalers told
the publisher they would no longer distribute Cavalier if my
name continued to appear in it. The game was FBI harassment.
Then, Rolling Stone asked me to do a regular feature that
would be of interest to their readers. So I submitted my first
column based partially on data in the book Efficiency in Death
(available for $1.50 from the Council on Economic Priorities in
Washington, D.C.).
It turns out that the manufacturers of anti-personnel weapons
used in Vietnam include corporations otherwise associated with
records, films, radio stations, theaters, tape recorders, automobiles, snowmobiles, sports equipment, insurance; brand
names like Bulova Watch, General Tires, Dutch Boy Paint, Reynolds Wrap, E-Z. Haul, Remington Shavers, Keds Shoes, Whirlpool home appliances, Victor office machines, TV by Motorola,
Emerson, Zenith.
The largest producer of anti-personnel weapons and components is Honeywell, with contracts totalling over $250-million.
They also put out Pentax, Rollei and Stronobar cameras and
photographic equipment, Takumar lenses, Elmo cameras and
projectors.
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' Ironically, Norris industries, Inc.., which Forbes magazine s
"may well be the biggest corporate beneficiary of the Viet*
War," is also the number one supplier of residential locks in No
America.
And, whereas the Baldwin Company (Baldwin, Gretsch mi
cal instruments, Central Bank and Trust Co., Empire Savin
ordinarily competes with the Wurlitzer Company (Martin, W
litzer musical instruments, phonographs and jukeboxes), t1
cooperate on 2.75-inch rockets: Baldwin loads, assembles 1
packs their motors; Wurlitzer provides the power supply for tl
XM429 electronic proximity fuses.
Rolling Stone paid me $75 for the article but never published
That was the end of that column.
From April through October 1971, 1 had my own radio sh
on KSFX, the American Broadcasting Company's FM statioi
San Francisco. 1 was fired because it was decided to change
format from free-form to pre-programmed. Disc jockeys could
longer select the records they played. When the new station m
ager George Yarhaes fired Eric Christensen, he explained: ""
job of program director is not a creative one any more, but tha
being a traffic cop."
National Lampoon asked me to do a monthly column. Her
few paragraphs from the first piece I submitted:
"While it might not surprise the Daniel Ellsbergs among us 1
the Defense Department has been carefully studying ant.wan
as a microcosm of pacification procedures in Southeast Asia, a
more insidious practice — unofficially referred to as 'pu
propaganda' — is being utilized to appease liberal sentimen
the scientific sub-community doing research in the relatively
cent field of ethnically oriented chemical-biological weapon
"This process can be observed in The Hellstrom Chronic)
we are shown, for example, the quasi-racist role of the woe
bees. The fact that the queen bee was deliberately taken awa3
the movie's producers so that we could watch the proletariat
turing of her successor, was merely the lowest form of me
manipulation yet . . . .
"Of course, it's easy to become self-righteous about s
1984ish-sounding plans, but didn't we all approve of the antiarette commercials on television to counteract the vicious,
humane, exploitative pro-cigarette commercials? Yet, her
Lampoon, a somewhat anti-establishment magazine, comin
you partially by the grace of a couple of full-page cigarette
And what about little old smug me, writing all this in that
text? Well, the difference between people and insects is that
have the superior ability to rationalize. ,
"So, my rationalization is . . . that anybody who buys
arettes because they're advertised here deserves to die of can
Or, as Brinkley is bound to say when Huntley finally depart!
when
that great newsroom in the sky, Good night, Chet
you are."
They asked me to change Lampoon to Nat/amp -- a legal t
nicality — and to change "deserves to die of cancer" to "dese
to." I agreed to compromise and became a regular contribt
calling my column "The Unforgiving Minute" (a couple of w
_
are reprinted in this issue of The Realist).
After several months of not getting paid by Lampoon, I
covered that Internal Revenue Service had put a levy on my
come because 1 hadn't paid taxes in 1970. Goodbye, colum
In September 1971, Putnam published a collection of my R
ist pieces, called How a Satirical Editor Became a Y ippie C
spirator in Ten Easy Years. 1 foolishly thought I'd be able to to
lot of people on and get out of debt too. We had some really,
quotes:Joseph Heller: "Paul Kraisner is a blessing to his family, a
to his friends, a bonanza to his publisher, and a credit to his cc
try. More than any living American who comes to mind, he
serves to be called 'a great American': This collection of his v
Re

ings from The Realist over the past ten years is a valuable national asset and a formidable bulwark against pollution by cant and
hypocrisy. It is also great fun. Years ago, I gave subscriptions to
The Realist as Christmas presents. I wish I could give everybody
in the country a copy of this book. Maybe I will. But until I decide, you buy it now!"
Groucho Marx: "Thanks for the book. I am sending this card to
you, because I don't know where Mr. Krassner lives. Or even if he
is alive. At any rate, it's a hilarious book and I predict in time he
. _
will wind up as the only live Lenny Bruce."
Kurt Vonnegut Jr.: "You are a great man. You give me hope."
Terry Southern: "The Realist, where these pieces originally
appeared, was the first American publication to really tell the
TRUTH; I mean literally and figuratively -- by ignored outlandish fact, by parable, by image, by creative hook and crook, whatever it took — Jighting the way like the proverbial kleig for the
myriad counter-culture and in-depth type periodicals that
followed. No doubt about it, this grand guy Paulie K. is the Bunyan of American journalism."
Ken Kesey: "A modern Yiddish masterpiece."
Ed Sanders: "Paul Krassner's book is amazing and brilliant it puts the past into a dati=array that is wonderful. It is a thrill to
read it. I will now steal ideas from it."
Julius Lester: "Almost singlehandedly, Paul Krassner has kept
the art of satire alive in America. As with any satirist, nothing is
sacred to him.-Thus, one can't burden with political labels or definitions. The only one that really fits is genius, and maybe it's
about time somebody said it. Thanks for being, Paul."
That's pretty flattering stuff, but as J. B. Newbrough wrote in an
introduction to the Oahspe Bible, "And if a man turns out a good
book, I accord him little more credit than I would a ripe apple for
being on the sunny side of the tree."
I took neither the praise nor the criticism personally.
The Fort Wayne (Indiana)News-Sentinel:"Paul.Krassner may
go down in the iconoclast hall of fame, or rather ought to be in a
hall for the insane . . . He does an admirable job of bringing out
the evil in the best of us. But Krassner still should be given periodic saliva tests to determine the severity of his affliction."
The Camden (N.J.) Courier-Post: "If you want to read a book
that sends chills of disgust up your spine, this one is it. But if you
want a book that has you laughing-hysterically (there is a funny side of the radical movement and Krassner shows you how
Yippie embodies it), this is also that book."
The Raleigh (N.C.) News a Observer: "There is some writing
skill, as you might expect from a former contributor to Mad
magazine, and this might appeal to someone who actually enjoys
seeing a very dirty word in almost every paragraph."
The Van Nuys (Calif.) News: "He is popular with the underground magazine fans but his material is not vulgar. He has too
much talent to have any need for 4-letter words."
Ed McClanahan, retired Merry Prankster and chronicler of the
Grateful Dead, queried Rolling Stone about his review of my
book, but instead they ran a putdown, quoting me out of context.
McClanahan then submitted his review to Earth magazine, but
they turned it down because it was too favorable. Ramparts rejected it sight unseen because I owed them money for,an ad.
Penelope Gilliatt, film critic for the New Yorker and screenwriter (Sunday, Bloody Sunday) called and asked if there was
anything she could do to help my book. I said, "See if you can get
the New Yorker to review it." They didn't.
My book was also not reviewed in Time or Newsweek; in the
Saturday Review or the Sunday Times; in Esquire or the New
York Review of Books.
The Village Voice didn't review it because "your book is a
compilation of previously published articles, not a new book."
Both the New York Times and Life magazine paid for reviews
that were extremely favorable, but which were never published.
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John Leonard, Book Review Editor of the Times, wrote to me:
"We have a review of your book in the house — it's just not a very'
good one, I'm afraid."
Now why would he lie like that? Perhaps it had to do with his
understanding of the conditions under which he was hired in January 1971.
On December 1,1970 the Times had cut and changed the meaning of his double-review of American Grotesque by James Kirkwood and A Heritage of Stone by Jim Garrison. Between the first
and second editions, the headline was changed from "Who Killed
John F. Kennedy?" to "The Shaw-Garrison Affair." A sub-head,
"Mysteries Persist," disappeared. And the copy was amputated as
follows: .
"Garrison insists that the Warren Commission, the executive
branch of the government, some members of the Dallas Police
Department, the pathologists at Bethesda who performed the
second Kennedy autopsy, and many, many others of lying to
the American public.
"Frankly, I prefer to believe that the. Warren Commission did
a poor job, rather than a dishonest one. I like to think that Mr.
Garrison invents monsters to explain incompetence. [In the next
edition, the review ended at this point, chopped off in mid-paragraph. Here's what was deleted:] But until somebody explains
why two autopsies came to two different conclusions about the
President's wounds, why the limousine was washed out and rebuilt without investigation, why certain witnesses near the 'grassy
knoll' were never asked to testify before the Commission, why we
were all so eager to buy Oswald's brilliant marksmanship in split
seconds, why no one inquired into Jack Ruby's relations with a
staggering variety of strange people, why a 'loner' like Oswald always had friends and could always get a passport -- who can
blame the Garrison guerrillas for fantasizing?
"Something stinks about this whole affair. A Heritage of Stone
rehashes the smelliness; the recipe is as unappetizing as our
doubts about the official version of what happened. (Would thenAttorney General Robert F. Kennedy have endured his brother's
murder in silence? Was John Kennedy quite so liberated from
cold war cliches as Mr. Garrison maintains?) But the stench is
there, and clings to each of us. Why were Kennedy's neck organs
not examined at Bethesda for evidence of a frontal shot? Why was
his body whisked away to Washington before the legally required
Texas inquest? Why?"
So. If the Times and the CIA have the same conspiratorial_
policy — to keep certain information about political assassinations out of public consciousness in order to maintain control then what was there in my book? In a piece called "David Hemmings Is Herman Kahn in Disguise," I had quoted Mort Sahl, on
his Los Angeles-based show:
"I went to -the Archives and saw the Zapruder film. I was in
there for several hours, running it, then looking at it frame by
frame on a slide projector. When the president is first struck; it
seems that, he's struck in the back. It's reasonably obvious, you
don't have to be a ballistics expert. Then he's struck in the throat
— and his hands go up — and he begins to fall slowly into Mrs.
Kennedy's lap, he sags as the life goes out of him, and then he's hit
in the head, and as he's hit in the head it's the force of a train hitting you. The President is hit from the right front. 1 saw it repeatedly. I saw a major portion of his skull fly to the rear and to the
left. [Audience recoils audibly.] Yes, it's shocking, and it'll help
,any of you who can't make up your mind about where you are in
this . . . ."
Mort Sahl was soon fired from that TV show.
I'm just one voice in a cultural revolution which the government is trying to suppress in favor of mindless productivity and
programmed consumption.
To accept the notion that those in power would systematically
set up a dictatorship in Saigon and in Greece, but not here,
amounts to a malignant case of American Chauvinism.
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MARTHA MITCHELL
(Continued froth Cover)

If the exposure of our CIA, its methods of operation and secret fundings comes in an election year, that is a coincidence
and not planned. For nine years I have written and telephoned
public officials in the hope they would examine the evidence of
conspiracies that exist in. Washington, D.C.
The Watergate Affair is too large for the Democratic Party
to prosecute or investigate. The best objective minds, not like
the hand-picked Warren CommissiOn, must work together. We
must follow the pieces of scotch tape left in the door latches of
the Watergate Hotel that led to the arrests, and continue to
open more and more doors.
"The Greek military government that took over in 1967 has not proven itself to be as horrendous a specter to contemplate as most people
thought it would."
—Spiro Agnew

The Watergate Hotel, located in Washington, D.C., is the
holm of John and Martha Mitchell. John Mitchell, former Attorney General of the U.S., resigned that impressive appointment to head the all-important Committee to Re-Elect Richard Nixon.
Also housed in the Watergate Hotel complex are the offices
of the Democratic National Connittee.
In the early morning hours of June 17, 1972, five men were
arrested removing parts of the ceiling from the 6th floor panels
in the Democratic National Headquarters. These men possessed expensive electronic equipment, cameras, walkie-talkies,
burglary tools, various James Bond accessories, and rubber
gloves to conceal their identities.
Two of the men arrested also were comforted with,the telephone number of Howard Hunt, White House Consultant.
Hunt had worked with the CIA for 21'3/ears.
James McCord, Jr., employed as Chief of Security for Mitchell's Committee to Re-Elect Richard Nixon, was one of the
five men arrested. McCord was formerly employed by the CIA
for 19 years. His -position with the CIA was Chief of Security
over the entire grounds, the immense compound at Langley,
Virginia.
.
Nine persons, all registered • with false names taken from'
CIA novels written by Howard Hunt, stayed at the Watergate
Hotel May 26-29 and again June 17-18. Five of them, the night
of their arrest, had been discovered when security guard Frank
Wills noticed pieces of scotch tape over the door locks.
Washington police arrived and made the arrests.
All of the five men caught in the Democratic headquarters
were connected with the CIA in some way. The other relationship they had in common was having worked together for the
CIA-planned Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba.

THE CAST OF CHARACTERS
The Five Men Arrested at the Watergate:
1. James McCord, Jr., alias Edward Martin
' Native of Texas. Wife attended Baylor College, Texas; on Board of
Directors, McCord Associates, Inc.
Sister, Dorothy Berry, employed by an oil company in Houston; also on Board of Directors, McCord Associates, Inc. .
Lieutenant Colonel in Air Force Reserves.
Served in FBI 1948-51 as radio operator.
CIA from 1951-1970, former Chief of Security for "Fairfax Highway
Research Station," otherwise known as the CIA.
Recently was paid $750 to address the Chief of Police Association
on Security.
Served with Special 16-Man Unit attached to the White House, having to 'do with "Emergencies, radicals, and contingency plans" in case
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of war. Specialized on "Censorship of news media and . U.S. mail."
. Salaried Security Coordinator for the Committee to Re-Elect Richard Nixon.
Under contract for McCord Associates, Inc., ,to provide all security
Pr the Republican National Convention in Miami.
Worked with the CIA at the time of the Bay of Pigs.

2. Bernard Barker, alias Frank Carter, alias "Macho"
Prominent in Republican Party in Miami. Known in Miami for his
"important contacts in Washington."
Close friend of Frank Sturgis (also arrested) for I 1 years.
Close associate with exile Cuban community in Miami.
Name of Howard Hunt, White House consultant, with him at the
time of their arrest.
Partner 4 years of Michael Suarez, Miami attorney; gave his name
to police when arrested. Used Ameritus, the organization Suarez
heads, for hotel reservations at the Watergate.
Met with Howard Hunt, on payroll to the Whitc House, in Miami 4
weeks before the arrest. Hunt and Barker worked very closely together
planning She Bay of Pigs invasion.
Conduit of funds for the CIA; payment of recruits for Bay of Pigs invasion. Hunt did the planning of the operation.
Worked with Frank Bender, CIA, who recruited the Army for the
Bay of Pigs invasion.
Set up a secret 7-man team in April, paid provocateurs from Miami„
to demonstrate at J. Edgar Hoover's resting place. \
Transferred secret $89,000 from Mexican bank to Miami Republican National Bank. $30,000 paid for Watergate expedition and equipment., $10,000 was for Washington demonstrations. $6500 with the
men when arrested.
Approached architect Leonard Glass 8 months before the conventions for 'floor plans and air conditioning plans of the. Democratic
Convention halls." Offered Glass "business in South America" in exchange for the air-conditioning plans of Convention Hall in Miami.
Had "important connections" in Washington.
Part-time business partner of Howard Hunt in Central America.
Served with the Secret Police of dictator Fulgencio Batista in Cuba.
Officer in the U.S. Army, World War II.
.
Close to Manuel Artime, who commanded landing force at Bay of
In 1964, was a conduit 'of CIA funds to eonunanders being trained
in Nicaragua for anti-Castro harassment raids. Background of intelligence; well-connected U:S. intelligence.
Had some knowledge of Miami conventions; told people that "something is going to happen" and "interesting things are afoot."
Planned demonstrations for both Miami conventions to support the
Vietnam war in'general and Nixon's bombing of Haiphong Harbor in
Barker lost' citizenship 10 years ago. Researchers in Senate and
House Judiciary Committees and Immigration subcommittees said
they had no records of legislation introduced to restore Barker's citizenship.
Had instructions to call Howard Hunt, White House consultant, if
in trouble.

3. Frank Sturgis, alias Joseph Hamilton, Frank Fiorini,
and a dozen known aliases

Worked with Castro's Cuban military before leaving Cuba. Named
by Castro to be overseer of gambling operations in Havana before Castro removed Syndicate.
U.S. Marines, World War II, served in South Pacific.
Key figure in Bay of Pigs invasion.
Lost U.S. citizenship in 1960; got it back with. aid of Senator
Smathers.
Close friend of Diaz Lanz, Cuban exile community, involved with
right-wing movements such as the John Birch Society and Billy James
Hargis' Christian Crusade.
Extensive CIA contacts.
Part-time employee of Pan-American Aluminum Company in Havana.
Most-travelled of the group; holds' Mexican passport.
At time of arrest, had birth certificate, two driver's licenses and Sodal Security card with name of Joseph Hamilton.
Lieutenant, Reserve in Civil Air Patrol.
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Close association, over 20 years, and source of iaformation for
columnist Jack Anderson.
Pilot of plane for International Anti-Communist Brigade that went
over Havana after Bay of Pigs invasion.
Travelled recently to Honduras. Had visa from Mexican government to visit Mexico from January 7 to April 6 of this year.
Registered as a Democrat, rounding up support of Nixon's policies.
Busy getting demonstrators to Miami; organizing demonstrations.
Close friend of Bernard Barker for I I years.
Sturgis was among those questioned by the FBI after John Kennedy's death because of his activities. His home had been an arsenal complete with 20-millimeter cannons. Carlos Prio Socarras, former President of Cuba, was planning demonstrations for the conventions. He
worked with Permindex, David Ferric, and the entire Miami-Houston- "
Havana group named, by independent researchers, in association with
Kennedy's death. Did Sturgis and Socarros work together in 1963? Are
they connected in any way, by banks or weapons, with 1972?

4. Eugenio Martinez
Served with Castro's army, then became anti-Castro guerrilla fighter.
Violatea immigration laws, 1958, flying private plane to Cuba.
licensed real estate agent, notary public, Miami.
Works with Bernard Barker's real estate office. Barker got his real
estate license only last year. No mention where . Martinez worked before that time.
Connections with the CIA; Howard Hunt's. White House name,
phone number, in his address book at tithe,of arrest.
Worked closely with Birgilio Gonzales, exile Cubans, military trained. -Ex-Combatientes from Fort Jackson, South Carolina; 800 men
from Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961 were moved to S.C. in 1963. Close
association of military trained exile Cubans in Miami and Washington, D. C:
Working with Young Republicans scheduled to arrive in Miami for
1972 conventions.

5. Virgin° Gonzales
Formerly a barber in Cuba.
Employee at Missing Link Key Shop as a locksmith. Miami.
Became known as "pro-American, anti-Castro" in U.S.
Associated with Eugenio Martinez, Ex-Combatientes, Cuban exiles.
A friend of Angel Ferrer, who is President of Ex-Combatientes and
closely associated with U.S.-trained troops, veterans, trained by the
U.S. Army; meet in Miami with important American friends.

The Four Suspects Who Got Away:
1. Angel Ferrer
The press gave his name as one of the suspects. But Washington police and the FBI would not give out their names. Ferrer was supposed
to have been registered at the Watergate Hotel.
Had important ties with anti-Communist activists in Miami.
Trained with the men at Fort. Jackson that were associated with
Martinez and Gonzales.
Offered Washington. persons "direct action to combat what they
view at kft-wing causes in the,United States."

2. Suspect — "man from Kansas"
3. Suspect — "man from New York"
4.•; Suspect — "man from New York"
Other Names Mentioned, Not Arrested
1. Howard Hunt, alias "Eduardo"
Worked in CIA 21 years.
Ivy League New Yorker, field man for C1A,in Latin America, Spain,
far East.
Wrote 45 movels for the CIA — science-fiction, d -tective, short
stories. Pseudonyms: Robert Dietrich, John Baxter, Gordon. Davis.
Senior member , of a Special Task Force during two periods of national emergency; participant in White House conferences on security
matters.
Planning director for Bay of Pigs Invasion; worked closely with Barker, conduit of funds for Bay of Pigs.
Developed and guided media operations abroad and negotiated with
senior officials of foreign countires for CIA.
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Defense Department counsel, 1957-1960.
Military service, Navy Reserve, U.S. Army. Air Corps.
Conservative Republican.
White House consultant, 1971-72 on Pentagon Papers and Narcotics
Intelligence.
Shared offices with Robert Bennett of Mullen & Company. Bennett,
through 75-90 "dummy" organizations, raised the secret $10-million
for Nixon's Committee.
Spoke up against radicals, black protestors at Brown University
alumni; deplored "the lack of patriotism in youth.".
Left
Left Washington, New York, maybe the U.S., after his friends were
arrested.
White House desk, examined by FBI after he fled, contained a pistol
and two•walkie-talkies that could connect to the walkie-talkies confiscated at the time of the Watergate arrests.
Worked in offices of Robert Bennett of Mullen & Company, public
relations firm, in 1969, while still with CIA. Close friend and attorney
Douglas Caddy shared the same offices; Caddy was co-founder of "
Young Americans for Freedom. Robert Mullen alleged to be CIA, as
well as Caddy. Close links of CIA and Spiro Agnew through this office.
Business partner of Bernard Barker in Nicaragua, Santa Domingo.

2. Robert E. BennettSon of Senator Bennett, conservative Republican, Utah.
President of Mullen public relations firm.
Offices directly across from the White House.
Shared desks with Howard Hunt, White House consultant; Bennett
also shared offices for four yeirs with Douglas Caddy, lawyer for McCord and the four others arrested.
Bennett's organization, The American Dream, refused to disclose
the source of $10-million for Nixon's re-election. Admitted that the 7590 committees to collect funds for Nixon's re-election were phony
groups•
Robert Mullen supposedly CIA; co-founder of Young Americans
for Freedom. Members of YAF are supporting Agnew for President.

3. President Richard M. Nixon
Occupant of the White House, Washington, C.C.
Selected agent of the CIA (see 'How Nixon Actually Got Into
Power" further on in this issue). Briefed daily by the CIA, National Se.
curity Council, White House consultants.
Directly linked to Special 16-Man Unit concerned with Emergency
Plans and Preparedness, U.S. Military Reserves, concerned with `°radicals in the United States"; James McCord a member of this unit.
White House directly linked through walkie-talkies, private radio frequency to James McCord via Howard Hunt, 21 years with CIA.
Secretly funded with $10-million; no list of sources offered. The
same funding that kept Richard Nixon in political position through his
entire career. The funds would have, been cut off in 1968 if he did not
take Spiro Agnew as his Vice-President.

4. John Mitchell
Former attorney for Nelson Rockefeler.
Appointed by Nixon to Attorney General of U.S.
Resigned Justice Dept. appointment in 1972 to head Committee to
Re-Elect Richard Nixon.
'Controls the Justice Dept. with Nixon; made no appointment to succeed J. Edgar Hoover. The White House and the CIA now manage the
FBI from the Justice Dept.
Resides at Watergate Hotel with his wife, Martha.

5. ,Patrick Gray III
to
Resigned 20-year career in Navy — graduate of Annapolis
work for Nixon's election in 1960. Helped Nixon campaign in 1968.
Sat with National Security Council and "observed Nixon" when Nixon was only. Vice-President.
Unknown to America, an "Administrator," helped Nixon with antibussing, crime, drug abuse, wage and price controls.
Attacks the news media, people who criticize police brutality.
Halted the investigation in Los Angeles of the police murders of Jerrie Lee Amie and Reuben Salazar, Isle Vista riots.
Was Nixon's hatchet man to stop ITT investigation.
Realist

"Closed" Governor Wallace investigati
on; Arthur Bremer having
"mental tests" when evidence of conspiracy
exists.
Stayed at Newporter Inn, California
Mitchell, following Watergate Hotel arres , the same time as John
ts. Martha Mitchell confined
by force.
Not approved by Congress to be head of
the FBI.
Too closely associated with Nixon, Mitch
vestigate political assassinations or arres ell, Republican Party to ints, crimes involving Republican Party.

President John Kennedy wanted to "spli
nter the CIA into a
thousand pieces and scatter it to the
wind
invasion caused him to realize that certa s." The Bay of Pigs
in persons and powers
dictate to the President. The CIA was
fingered for their decision to make policies that belong to Cong
ress and the citizens.
Members of the same CIA team that
was active in the Bay
of Pigs operation — the training, plan
ning and financing of
that fiasco -were working as a very
strong team 11 years later when arrested at the Watergate Hote
l. The decision-making
organization of the CIA was tampering
with the electoral process one more time around.
,President Harry Truman said, "There
was something about
the way the CIA was functioning that
has cast a shadow over
our historical positions." Those obse
rvations were made in
1963, at which time Truman regretted
his "building an American Gestapo."
The CIA is not new at altering the choic
e of candidates or
Presidents. Innocent people believe the
electors have a. choice
of candidates through the primaries
or by direct voting. The ,
same CIA that killed President Kenn
edy because he won the '
majority of votes, eliminated opposition
to Richard Nixon in
every election that followed Kennedy's
death. Murders, accidents, attempted murders through
the use of hired killers,
planted patsies, and news coverage that
conceals the crimes,
have been effective so far.
Two governments have existed side by
side, one visible and
one invisible, for many years. As the powe
r structure gets more
arrogant and sure of itself, the invis
ible becomes more clear
and overt. If the truth about the Wall
ace shooting and Arthur
Bremer are told, and if the Waterga
te Affair is exposed, you
will see how invisible governments agen
ts go about their daily
business.
The Democratic National Committe
e has placed a lawsuit
against the Committee to Re-Elect Rich
ard Nixon for one million dollars. If the Democratic Party
has
allowed to follow through with this suit, the courage or if it is
you will find the most
fantastic duel in American political histo
ry.
U.S. Judge Charles R. Richey said, "I don'
t intend to make
this into a political case." Democra
ts suing republicans has to
be a political matter. Remarks by Judg
e Richey should be reason to disqualify him on the grounds
of stupidity. The lawsuit
placed between these two parties is not
over a simple grabbing
of votes at the election booths. The Dem
try its best to wrangle truths of infor ocratic Party shotild
mation out of that invisible government.
All the persons arrested, and each
of their contacts and
sources of funding, will be protected by
every possible method.
Several of the croup nave left the coun
talk. Every means of avoiding answ try. Others will refuse to
ers
used. But even silence will prove beyo to questions will be
nd
arrested and the ones that got away from a doubt that those
the Watergate Hotel
were working for the CIA at the time
of their arrest.
Extensive reserach on past political
assa
vealed all the intricacies of the clandesti ssinations has rene
though most members of the CIA deny government. Althe source of their
funds or associations with the agency
or with each other, their
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actions, finances and moving patterns
.can be recognized for
what they are
.
.
If the Democratic Party wishes to avoid
a coup d'etat in the
United States by the CIA, they should
use researchers on the
past political assassinations for their
inves
trict Attorney Jim Garrison in New Orle tigative work, Disans and researchers
like myself have been saying for man
y years that the CIA
would damage the process of democrati
c elect
Martha Mitchell made her Washington ions.
debut with sarcasm
about war protestors who reminded
her of "Russian revolutionaries." Three years later Martha
wishes
would come to her aid. When Presiden those same youths
t Nixon hald a press
conference a few days after Ms. Mitc
hell was taken prisoner,
she complained that "nobody asked abou
t me."
The youth of America had tried to tell
people like Martha
Mitchell that the President does not listen
to any voices except
a few. Why would he care to hear Mart
ha's problems?
,
There was a smug complacence abou
t the John Mitchell
family in the days when he was prom
ising this country that it
was "going so far to the right we won
't recognize it." Those
were the carefree days when John and
Martha were not caught
in the bending process.
But did John Mitchell, one of the dirti
est, meanest men in'
political history, expose his "little swee
theart" to espionage
agents doing some kinds of dirty work
and distasteful acts? At
what point did Martha have to be remo
ved, silenced, and totally discredited?
The political princess, who once was
cleared for classified.
materials when she worked with the
Army Chemical Corps,
was suddenly turned into a negligent
, selfish mother who sat
idly by while her son's teeth rotte
d away. From now on
Martha gets the Dita Beard treatment
with visits from Army
doctors and psychiatrists.
Four days after the arrests at the Wate
rgate Hotel, Martha
Mitchell called a UPI reporter from Newp
ort, California:
—"I am sick and tired of politics."
.
—"I gave (John) an ultimatum I woul
d leave him if he didn't
get out."
—"I am a. political prisoner."
'
—"Politics is nothing but a cops and robb
ers game."
—"I know dirty things."'
—"I saw dirty things."
—"I am not going to stand , for all those
dirty tricks that go

on."
'
—"I was a patriot until I got assassinat
ed. What country can
I go to?"

am sick and tired of the whole operation

."
"They threw me down on the bed,
five men, and stuck a
need

le in my behind. A doctor stitched my
fingers after the battle with five guards. (She had bruises on
her arms and thighs.)
Martha's telephone conversation was
bugged when she summoned the UPI for help from Californ
ia. Her room was entered, the phone was pulled from the
wall, and, the silencing
treatment began. A security agent from
the Committee to ReElect President Nixon gave Martha an
injection in her behind
and a doctor was called to stitch up her
finger.
Martha next found herself in New York
after saying, "They
wanted to keep me here in California
."
Patrick Gray III, acting head of the FBI
from the Justice
Dept., was staying at tht same.Newport
hotel as the John Mitchell family following the arrests at
the Watergate Hotel in
Washington. Even Time magazine called
that coincidence "suspicious."
Gray should have a reputation by now
of
tions that would lead to possible conspirac stopping investigavestigations of the Jerrie Lee Aimie mur ies. He halted the inder in L.A., the ReuPage 29
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important revelations made by Tackwood gave a good view of
that invisible government John Kennedy warned about.
The "Glass House" is'the Los Angeles Police Department,
the same agency that took care of candidate Robert Kennedy 4
years ago. Tackwood resigned from the LAPD after he became familiar with their plans for the 1972 elections, known by
the name "Squad 19." Agents of the police department were to
create enough violence at the Republican National Convention
that martial law would be declared:
"Squad 19 was formed by CCS (Criminal Conspiracy Section) and the FBI to provoke violence at the Republican Convention in 1972.
"It involves coordinated contingency plans under the direction of CCS and FBI.
"The plan entailed planting a number of agent provocateurs
both inside and outside the 1972 Republican Convention.
Agents were to infiltrate the groups planning demonstrations
against the war and poverty. At the time of the demonstrations, these agents were to provoke street battles with police
surrounding the convention hall. Meanwhile, agents inside the
convention hall were to plant explosives timed to blow, up coincidental with the riots in the streets. The purpose is to kill a
number of delegates.
"The result would be to create a nationwide hysteria that
would then provide President Richard Nixon with the popular
support necessary to declare a state of National Emergency.
'Orders came directly from the State Department of Justiee,
District Attorney Evelle Younger, on these special squads.
"Richard Nixon would then arrest all militants and left-wing
revolutionaries and cancel the 1972 elections. He could invoke
special emergency poulers leading to the detention of political
activists. Martial law would be achieved."
(As The Realist goes to:press, Louis Tackwood has been rearrested on the original charges — going 'back nine years —
over which the original deal had been made.)
A CIA operation, whether it involves altering elections or
planning political assassinations, contains many ingredients'
that work together toward the final purposes. The object is to
lose all traces of your past, co-workers, contacts, and employers. Some groups of people will spend millions of dollars
on a particular plan. While the time involved may take years
to succeed, the methods are always the same.
Once the motive is agreed upon, the plan of action goes into
effect. Assuming the "Squad 19" plans were for martial law,
how can we relate that to the Watergate arrests?
Because all the suspects at the Watergate Hotel were caught
before proceeding with further plans for their clients, they will
deny any speculations about their motives. But robbery and
surveillance were not the sole purpose of this group forming to•
gether.
My opinions of their motives are based upon: (1) what their
raining and past experience was; (2) who they worked for, the
kinds of employment; (3) the contacts of persons represented
among the nine who registered at the hotel on two different ocasions; (4) their past jobs and investments together; (5) the
sources of their funds; (6) who they were to call in case of emergency; (7) their associates who were named but will never be
led as witneses.
There are sources of CIA funds and planners that have altered the course of American history. I have studied that hisory very carefully and find the Watergate crowd associated
*th the CIA.
If their motive was to create confrontations for the Republian Convention in order to arrest "radicals" and to create maral law, in what positions would agents be located for.such a
Ian?
ealist

James McCord, Jr. held two important jobs at the time of
his arrest. He was Chief of Security for the Committee to Re-`
Elect Richard Nixon. With that appointtnent, McCord was is=
sued his own radio frequency. And that eniployment was the''
smaller assignment of the two.
The biggest contract a security agent could receive went to
McCord Associates, selected by Secret Service agent Al Wong;
to provide all security for the Republican Converition in

Miami.

Considering the Tackwood allegations that were 'made
public a year ago at a press conference, maintaining security at
the conventions was equal to securing our electoral process. s
If there was but a fraction of truth to the Squad 19 plans,
the person hired to protect the life of the President of the
United States and others, both outside and inside the convention hall, should be a citizen with a non-political, perfectly
spotless record of security experience.
The CIA, FBI or Secret Service must certainly have investi;
gated the Tackwood charges about convention provocations to
create martial law. Every possible element who could be used
to provoke violence in Miami should have been scrutinized.
The Secret Service that hired McCord did not follow his offduty meetings at the Watergate Hotel May 26-29. If the data
banks and surveillance systems keep records of "radicals" and
"demonstrators," it seems they could follow their own hired Security Chief.
- Either he was moonlighting for another client they should
have known about, or else McCord works for the CIA at the
present time, and associates with the CIA agents who hire provocateurs. If the CIA funds violence for Washington, New
York and elsewhere, are they funding the very violence in
Miami that James McCord is hired to "secure"?
Bernard Barker was telling people in Miami that "something '
is going to happen at the time of the conventions." He was
then planning demonstrations in approval of Nixon's bombing
of Haiphong Harbor.
April 24, Barker and a secret team of 7 men went to Miami
to hire provocateurs for a New York demonstration in May.
Four of this team were arrested at the Watergate Hotel. Three
men were in Miami at the time, and one left the country because, according to the New York Times, he was "headed for
trouble."
Money to pay for street scenes and fights with police and radicals came from the same money. man, Bernard Barker, who
served as the conduit of funds for the Bay of Pigs invasion.
This time Barker was handing out crisp, consecutive CIA $100
bills that came to Miami's Republican National Bank, froni a
secret source in Mexico, via a secret source in Chile.
James McCord, Chief of Security for the Committee to Re-

Elect Richard Nixon, and Chief of. Security for the Republican
National Committee, was paid for the Watergate job with the
same funds that hired street altercations.
\
Bernard Barker's wife said that her husband had not been active with the Cuban community for five years. She was surprised he was arrested working with that group again.
That observation fits in with the "Squad 19" plan which was
arranged for San Diego. When the convention was moved to
Miami, a whole new group of street people would have to set
the milieu for confrontations. Some persons could be imported. Local varieties would be better. The radical, emotional,
well-trained, constantly provoked Cuban exile community
could be worked up sufficiently with enough of those CIA
$100 bills floating around again.
One man, in Miami was offered $700 "CIA money" to
demonstrate on the streets in August for the Republican
Convention.
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Bernard Barker handed out $30,000 to the Watergate boys
for hotel expenses and elaborate equipment; $10,000 went to
Washington provocations where a few people were supposedly
shot.
Frank Sturgis was planning demonstrations for the Republican Convention. Even the law enforcement people in Miami
thought that was strange. According to the Washington Post:
"Law enforcement officials predicted the Cuban exiles
would demonstrate at the Democratic National Convention to
express opposition to any proposals for better relations with
the Castro regime. But they were confused and found no solid
explanation of why Sturgis and Martinez were seeking rooms
for the Republican convention, rooms for which the Party has
no need."
Two private Catholic colleges received a call from Sturgis
asking for "lodging in August for Young Republicans." He left
with them his phone number at Bernard Barker's real estate office. Sturgis also called Barry College, said he was an "organizer" and wanted rooms for 200 places.
Where were these Young Republicans coming from?.
Douglas Caddy, attorney for the men arrested, was co-founder
of Young Americans for Freedom. That group is infiltrated
with Nazis, right-wing radicals and extremists, many who supported Agnew for President. Because we don't know the
source of funds for all this, it is difficult to screen out which
Young Republicans will arrive.
A group of them were ready for action in Dallas when John
Kennedy was killed. Their goal was control of the White
House by 1970. There was a determination that this country
could be controlled, with their help. These men were never arrested or called as witnesses before the Warren Commission
after Kennedy's death.
Eugenio Martinez, real estate partner of Barker, was making
his own reservations to bring in Young Republicans — about
3,000 of them — for convention time. Depending upon the
background, training, beliefs of a para-military, religious, violently anti-Communist element, there is no way of telling if
Martinez, Barker and Sturgis were planning to import trouble.
If they hired provocateurs for the Washington dentonstrations in May, who were they making these Miami reservations
for in August?
Virgilio Gonzales and Martinez were closely associated with
the well-trained military veterans of the Bay of Pigs. Following
their defeat in 1961, Cuban exiles moved to Fort Jackson,
South Carolina in 1963.
This goup of guerrilla warriors, armed with modern warfare hardware, were trained and have been held together with
some purpose in mind since 1963.
The war could come to American soil, the excuse being to
come down on "radicals" and "left-wing" troublemakers. The
CIA that trains these exiled Cubans can use them to create our
own political Fascism.
Angel Ferrer was not arrested, but he was named as being ,
one of the men who stayed with the group at the Watergate
Hotel. Ferrer trained at Fort Jackson with Ex-Combatientes,
the veterans of the Bay of Pigs. He was active with the exile
Cuban community in Miami and had Washington contacts.
Ferrer was supposed to have offered direct action to combat
left-wing causes in the U.S.
Arrested with James McCord were political extremists, viotently anti-Communist intelligence agents. They were all planning convention demonstrations. Each of these men would
make McCord's job more difficult in Miami unless they were
working as a team for another purpose.
James McCord, Chief of Security for the Republican convention in Miami, was not only arrested with members of a sePage 32

cret team well financed to hire provocateurs. But, as a Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Reserve, and with 19 years of CIA
employment behind him, McCord sat with a Special 16-Man
Unit, concerned with plans and preparedness, which is part of
the executive office of the President. This Unit's purpose was
concerned with radicals and contingency plans for the radkals.
.Both Captain R. Franz, Navy Reserves, and . James Landis,
retired Army colonel, spoke of McCord's work with this Unit,
which included control of the news media and U.S. mail.
When McCord was arrested, the Special Unit disclaimed his
association by saying he "left four months ago." McCord had
two important positions for the next months that would take
him to other places. The "contingency plans for radicals" remains ready to be used, and their connection to the White
House is only one of the links of this group to Nixon.
Howard Hunt, who fled the scene when his friends were arrested, also had experience with "radicals." Known as a very

REPORTER AT SMALL
(Continued from Page 19)

Before she can get work, she sayi, she has to have her name legally changed — "If you had a name like Austin, you'd go for a sex
change too." In the past, she sold sewing machines, vacuum cleaners and, was a Fuller Brush Person. But she can't get her name
changed legally until she gets a divorce from her wife. And she
can't get a divorce until she has some money.
She was living on welfare, and was broke. "There's nothing I'd
like more than to become'a taxpayer." She hopes to become a professional lecturer, perhaps to write a book, maybe to found a
"civil rights organization for transsexuals"; she spends a lot of
time now answering queitions for researchers.
She has been and still is in psychotherapy, and says, "I've been
asked every question you can think of." She exhausted the Humanist audience's curiosity, answering all questions — if not responsively, at least without embarrassment.
No, she hadn't tried intercourse yet (though she gave no reasonable explanation why not). Is she looking forward to it? "You
"Can you have an orgasm, like from masturbation?"
"Yes. But it's mental."
"How does that feel?"
-"I can't describe it. You'd have to be a woman to understand."
"What do you think of the feminist movement?"
"I'm against it. I enjoy my femininity. 1 plan to join the Daughters of Bilitis, though, to learn more about it."
A, skeptical male: "Don't you think you wanted to become a
woman just so you could be taken care of by a man?"
Another hostile man asked her, "What are you going to do
v.hen some man doubts you're a woman.
"I'll lift my dress and show him. Do you want to see?"
• "Yeah."
"Later."
A man came to her defense. "You don't have to prove anything
to anybody. If anybody doubts you, tell him to go screw himself."
The audience applauded.
In the audience were a couple of oddly-proportioned, homely
women with hairy arms and pancake make-up that seemed to be
hiding a 5-o'clock shadow. Debcirah identified one of them as a
transsexual and asked Carla, smiling, to stand and identify herself.
The audience applauded again.
Deborah said that, like Carla, a disproportionate number of
transsexuals she knows are Catholic Italians. She said she even
knows a priest who plans to get the operation, "but he's not ready
to kick the habit yet." She said that Catholics suffer double
jeopardy, because the Church won't alter the baptismal certificate to cover their new identity.
Realist

conservative Republican during his
21 years with the CIA, he
had occasion to put down the "rad
icals," "blacks" and• "war
protestors."
When students at Brown University
objected to hearing Henry Kissinger speak to them, Hunt wrot
e the alumni that he "deplored the lack of patriotism in yout
h." He called them "hir=.
sute know-nothings," which makes
me believe that CIA author
Howard Hunt writes Agnew's speeches
.
Hitler's youth, arms in the air, boot
s
were called "patriotic" and then later marching in rhythm,
judged as criminals at
Nure,nberg What kind of blind patr
iotism does Hunt desire?
During his CIA days, in addition
to planning the Bay of
Pigs, Hunt was senior member of a
Special Task Force during
two periods of national emergency,
and
White House on security matters. Wha participated with the
t periods of crisis were
these?
There is no way to know in what
capacity Howard Hunt
was serving the CIA when John Ken
nedy, Robert Kennedy,
Martin Luther Kihg were murdered,
when Ted. Kennedy's car
was pushed into Chappaquiddick, when
Diem was removed by
our CIA coup d'etat, or when Gree
ce was overthrown. In order to understand Hunt's possible
involvement with the
"Squad 19" plans, it would help to learn
more about his usefulness in past crises.
Louis Tackwood said that the number
of the "Squad 19" plans, was named he had to call, as part
"White" — which is the
alias Howard Hunt used as White
House consultant to Richard Nixon
McCord's walkie-talkies at the Waterga
te were similar to the
radio frequencies of Howard Hun
t's walkie-talkies in the
White House.
John Kennedy recognized there was
a hidden government.
Many of the same people he feared
were still working together
as a team in 1972 just before crucial
elections. If those , teams
were directly connected to the Whi
te House, martial law is a
possibility if it appears that Nixon
could lose the election. A
lot of power has been accumulated
in the hands of a few people, and they have taken every precautio
n to keep it that way.
All the elements necessary for "Squ
Five men, skilled in cloak-and-dag ad 19" were assembled.
ger intelligence operations,
all with CIA experience, veterans of
the Bay of Pigs together,
heavily and secretly financed, conn
ected to military troops
waiting for "direct combat" against
the radicals and left-wing,
were dining together and living at
the Watergate Hotel at the
time they were all arrested in one bag.
How can you recognize a CIA espio
nage plot as opposed to
a "third-rate burglary"? The methods
of operation include:
1. The Cover Story
2. Deniability
3. Dummy Front Organizations
4. Funding
5. Communications, Radio Control
6. Aliases
7. Migratory Birds, Job Changes
& Housing
9. Local Police, Military, Treasury Dept
., Justice Dept., FBI
10. Dirty Tricks
11.Cities and Countries
12. Coincidences
13. Witnesses Never Called, Questions
Never Asked

1. The Cover Story

Every CIA operation, secret in natu
re, must have a cover
story in the event one or more agen
ts are discovered going
about their dirty work. The immedia
te excuse for their pre-
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sence must conceal the actual circu
mstances and divert attention from larger plans or co-workers.
The cover story for the Watergate arre
sts fell into four categories:
(1) Intelligence gathering -

"Boys will be boys," we all sneak up
on each other. The importance of the boys was ignored.

(2) Exile Cubans curious about Dem
ocratic attitude toward
Castro —

The Bay of Pigs veterans involved
at the Watergate, with
high CIA officials, did not need such
an elaborate plan to get
this information for the exile community
in Miami.
(3) Robberies at the Watergate —
The breaking in at the
Democratic offices was explained as
one of many robberies. If
there were so many recently, why didn
't
instead of letting one go home sick that they hire more guards
night without being replaced?
(4) Amateurs, Mickey. Mouse,
Mack Sennett, Keystone
Kops

The men arrested were made to look
1950 tools. But McCord was Chief of Seculike silly fools with
rity

of all CIA headquarters at Langley, Virginia, Chie
f of Security for the Committee to Re-Elect Nixon, and Chie
f of Security for-.the Republican Convention! Ronald Zeigler,
Nixon's Press Secretary,
called them "third-rate burglars." The
neWii,media 'that print

this foolishness also print facts. Read
-both and figure out what
kind of fools were arrested.

2. Deniability
The Pentagon Papers offers a won
derful view of CIA "deniability." From August 24 until Nov
ember 1, 1963, our CIA
and State Dept. were arranging the
coup d'etat that would .re=
move Diem. Lieutenant Colonel Con
ein, CIA agent, was working with General Don from Vietnam.
Their instructions were:
"Make security fully deniable."
"Issue instructions orally, to provide
plausibility to denial."
"At last minute have cut-off with
Conein and designe' of
Don, this officer completely unwitting
of any details."
"If coup aborts; disavow CIA agen
t Conein at any

may serve national interest."

time it

When James McCord and the other
four men were arrested,
friends, associates, exile Cuban comm
unity, all started their denials. Listed here are several out of
more than 20 different denials given to the press during the two
weeks following the, arrests:
John Mitchell, Chairman of the
Committee to Re-Elect
Richard Nixon. James McCord was
receiving $1209 monthly
from this Committee when arrested
. Mitchell said, "McCord
was working for another client."
Cuban exile group in Miami. Whe
n Bern
rested, the group that heard him attem ard Barker was arpt to recruit demonstrators for the- Republican Convent
ion said, "He came to our
meeting uninvited." _
McCord Associates needed three
members of a Board of Directors to become incorporated.
Dorothy Berry, sister of
James McCord and one of three direc
by Mitchell for Security of the Com tors of the agency hired
mittee to Re-Elect Richard
Nixon, said: "I didn't know I was on
the Board of Directors."
Ameritus. Reservations for the nine
men at the Watergate
Hotel were made on stationery from
Miami. Barker's friend, Suarez,_ head this organization in
s the group. When the
men were arrested, Suarez said "the
letterhead was stolen." He
knew nothing about reservations.
Martha Mitchell. Martha was emphatic
there were five men
with her in California. The White Hou
se and the Committee to
Re-Elect Richard Nixon said: "Mr
s. Mitchell only has one
guard, and you know she always has
problems at night."
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Howard Hunt — 21 years with CIA, White House consultant on payroll of White House at the time he skipped out
on the FBI. Also worked for Robert Bennett. When Bennett
learned that two men arrested at the Watergate Hotel had
Hunt's =name and telephone number in their address books,
Hunt was "fired if he didn't show up for work the next day."
1/4 Robert Bennett, fund-raiser for Nixon's secret $10-million.
When asked about Hunt a few days later, he said, "The only
comment I have from him is a flat denial that he was anywhere
near, the Watergate." (Hiagun was in his White House desk
along with his walkie-talkies.)
Special Unit 16, Emergency and Contingency Plans, connected to White House. James McCord met with them every
month. When McCord was arrested, they announced he "left
the unit four months ago."
McCord fired too. As soon as President Nixon and John
Mitchell discovered their. Security Chief was arrested, they
gave an indignant, "Mr. McCord is off our payrolls as of Monday morning."
Robert Odle can't speak. Robert Odle was fingered as the
man from Mitchell's Committee to Re-Elect Richard Nixon
who hired James McCord for their Security Chief. The White
House would not let Odle be interviewed.
"He is not available because he is not a public figure."
Nixon and Mitchell discount responsibility for the Watergate Affair. Their employees are protected because they are important enough to hire agents but not important enough to be
responsible for their decisions.
Hunt and Chappaquiddick. White House Librarian Ms.
Schleicher told a Washington Post reporter that Howard Hunt
was doing research while at the White. House on Ted Kennedy's Chappaquiddick accident.
(The entire affair was CIA-staged for the purpose of removing Ted Kennedy as Democratic candidate. Pages 262-3 of
Jack Olsen's book, The Bridge at Chappaquiddick, indicate
that the water pressure would have made it impossible to open
the car door, so that Ted Kennedy could' not have been driving, or even inside. The National Safety Council has not a
,single case in its records of any person ever escaping from a
submerged automobile.)
The White House ordered Ms. Schleicher to• stop giving out
information. She then denied the first conversation took place.
After giving the name of the book and material Hunt was reading, she changed the story and said she had never had any
borrowing requests from Hunt, referred the reporters to the
press office, saying she did not know who Hunt was.

3. Dummy Front Organizations :
McCord Associates, Inc.:
When James McCord "left" the CIA after 19 years, he
opened his own security agency that was hired through
Robert Odle for security of the Committee to Re-Elect
Richard Nixon.
At the time of his arrest, information about this
agency was revealed. The Maryland Secretary of State's
office showed they were not incorporated until November 19, 1971, several weeks after a contract had been
signed with the Republican National Committee.
Incorporation requires three individuals on the Board
of Directors. McCord, his wife and his sister, Dorothy
Berry, were listed. Ms. Berry, empinyed by an oil company in Houston, was not aware of being on the Board
of Directors.
McCord Associates was not licensed to perform security services, as required by law.
Their charter mentions nothing about security work.
The agency is listed as "Business services, studies, analyPage 34

sis, reports in connection with business, industry, acadenic institutions."
This company filed no 1972 tax returns with the Secretary of State by the April 15 deadlines.
The entire CIA is called the "Fairfax Highway Research Station" and conceals its purposes. If James McCord is not listed for security work, was this the headquarters for planning a contingency to the elections without it being part of the regular CIA operations?
Ameritus:
Ameritus was described as a secret Cuban revolutionary group. Hotel reservations were made in their name.
Federal officials never heard of this group, even though
it was a corporation. Hector DeLara, Miami accountant
whose name was listed as Treasurer, was not on the
Board of Directors. There was no record of Ameritus in
Dade County Business Transactions.
Barker Real Estate:
Bernard. Barker's real estate office in Miami was a
mystery. He had the license for only one year before the
arrest. Source of income for Barker is money from Latin
America. Where does he invest it? What taxes are paid
on money like the $89,000 cash he had since April 1972?
Barker and Howard Hunt were supposed to be business partners in Nicaragua and Santa Domingo enterprises that "fell through." Were they CIA fronts for contacts because all the time they were together Hunt was in
the CIA, and Barker was a conduit of funds with Hunt
during the Bay of Pigs.
Mullen and Company, public relations:
This office is a nest of CIA agents: Hunt, Bennett,
Mullen, Caddy. Robert Bennett admitted that his 75-90
orgamzations which raised money were "dummy fronts."
This is what the CIA is all about, They create false organizations to fund their operations, through foundations and other names which mean nothing at all except that CIA money passed through the doors to se' lected agents.
Interprogress, Washington, D.C.:
Robert Bennett, president of the public relations firm
at which Hunt works, said the firm also has an affiliate
called Interprogress that is attempting to increase American trade with Communist countries. The secret funding
for the Watergate gang now comes from Chile; secret
funding for Nixon comes from Bennett's office; and the
question of ITT financial connections is related to Chile.
What countries does Bennett's office contact, and do
they include Chile?
All State Investment Fund, Inc., Panama:
Michael Suarez, head of Ameritus, described All State
as a subsidiary of Ameritus. Bernard Barker is associated with Suarez and used Ameritus stationery for
reservations at the Watergate. Is All State Investment
Fund one of the many Pan-American CIA fronts for
operations' between Florida and Central America?
Pan-American Aluminum, Havana:
Frank Sturgis was owner of a salvage company, and
concealed from the court his part-time employment with
a corporation called Pan-American Aluminum. What
kind of organization is this aluminum company?
Houston Oil Company:
Many people from the CIA were associated with
Houston and various other oil companies at the time of
John Kennedy's murder. John Connally is closely tied in
with oil interests and CIA foundations in Houston, and
is politically lined up for a very important Washington
position again. Because of the conspiracy that killed
Realist

Kennedy, and the close-knit group of people that worked together through those years, any possible source of
funds or contacts into McCord Associates should be investigated.

4. Funding
Robert Bennett, Mullen public relations:

Robert Bennett admitted setting up "dummy" front organizations to raise $10-million for Nixon's re-election; 75-90 organizations were supposed to donate this money. John
Mitchell refuses to reveal sources of the money.
All of the men in those offices at one time — Howard Hunt,
Douglas Caddy, Robert Bennett and Robert Mullen. — were
part of the CIA. Bennett's office, The American Dream, collected cash before the legal date stipulated to declare the donor.
James McCord's salary from this Nixon fund could have
come from the CIA. .
The fundraising committees that Bennett formed -- bearing
names such as "Supporters of the American Dream" — were
established in 1971 as a means of legally collecting Nixon campaign contributions without reporting them under the Federal
Corrupt Practices Act.
Among the contributions sent to the organization was
$325,000 given to 68 different committees by the political arm
of the Associated Milk Producers, Inc., a cooperative with
more than 30,000 member farms in 20 states.
The contributions led to a suit filed by Ralph Nader's Public
Citizens, Inc., which charged that the Nixon Administration
'raised government milk support prices as a payoff for the donation.
Every body needs milk.
Even Richard Nixon's.
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Bernard Barker:
Known money man, conduit of funds for. CIA-planned -Bay
of Pigs; worked with Howard Hunt, planner of the operation.
April 24, $89,000 from an unknown Mexican bank was put
into Barker's account at the Republican National .Bank in
Miami.
Barker said that Mexican money came from Chile, where he
"can't get people involved because of fear of retaliation from
the socialist government in Chile." Is this the ITT money, CIA
into Chile through ITT, that goes to Mexico, then Miami, then
Washington?
May 8, Barker took $89,000 cash out of the bank in $100
bills. When arrested at Watergate Hotel, the men had $6500 of
those bills from Miami, Mexico and Chile. McCord and others
at Watergate were paid from this Miami bank.
If James McCord's money, both from the Committee to ReElect Richard Nixon and the Watergate Hotel robbery, is from
secret funds, how can we find out if the CIA supplied the provocateurs in Washington as well as the security for the conventions?
Would any of the secret money raised by Bennett's office go
into Chile, to Mexico, to Miami, to the Watergate? If- so, the •
White House would be paying toinstitute martial law as in the
"Squad 19" plan because of the provocations that could follow
if enough people were paid in Miami._
Does a share of all tax money that goes into security, or the
CIA, appear in the Nixon-Agnew fund while the Democrats
have to raise their cash with barbeques and telethons?
Do "good Democrats" like Hubert Humphrey get CIA
money if they are candidates?

5. Communications, Radio Control

James McCord, hired for Security of the Republican National Committee, was assigned his own radio frequency on May
7, 1972:
Does the Democratic Party have their own radio frequency?
The Watergate arrests revealed sets of walkie-talkies. Taken
from the White House desk of Howard Hunt were two walkietalkies that could connect with the others.
After five men were arrested and four escaped, police said
that "Other persons staying at the Watergate Hotel could use
hotel rooms for listening posts to monitor conversations beam- .
ed by transmitters." John Mitchell lived at the Watergate
Hotel. Could Martha have found men listening through the
walls?
Ken Clawson, Deputy Director of COmmunications in the
White House, was giving out interviews about Charles Colsen
and Howard Hunt. Did he work with these men?
Robert Odle, the man who hired McCord for Security, was
staff assistant with Communications in the White House.
Howard Hunt, CIA 21 years, worked with developing and
guiding media operations.
James McCord did radio operation work for the FBI 3 years.
The importance of radio and communication control at the
time of martial law and the cancellation of elections is described in Stephen Rousseau's Death of Democracy, Greece

and the American Conscience.
A coup deal was possible in Greece because all communi-

cation was limited to a few people. The regular sources were
cut Off, and taken by surprise.
The suit against the five arrested may charge them with "unlawful interception of wire communications" and "unlawful
possession of wire devices." Is there any way the Democratic
National Cdmmittee offices could be cut off in case of an emergency, whereas the Republicans, through their own radio frequency, could continue to communicate?
Methods of control' by Fascists in Greece, achieved by our
CIA, must be examined now.
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6. Aliases
All nine men registered at the Watergate Hotel used
names from CIA novels by Howard Hunt. They also
used code names from Bay of Pigs days, and other identification. Some of the names were not revealed except
to mention the fact they were used.
Howard Hunt -- "Eduardo"; Writing pseudonyms:
Robert Dietrich, John Baxter, Gordon Davis
Jame; McCord, Jr. — James Martin
Bernard Barker — "Macho"; Frank Carter
Frank Sturgis — Frank Fiorini, a dozen aliases, including Joseph Hamilton; at the time of arrest, Sturgis
had a birth certificate, two driver's licenses, Social Security card with the name of Joseph Hamilton.
(When James Ray, the alleged killer of Martin Luther
King, left Missouri State Penitentiary April 22, 1967, he•
was given Social Security card 318-24-7098, alias John
Larry'Raynes, gift of the same CIA-FBI printing office.)
7. Migratory Birds, Job Changes
In the course of my research on political assassinations, I no-

Bernard Barker — Real estate office in Miami. Described as
being a realtor only a year, no mention of occupation before
that time. Co-partner of CIA agent Howard Hunt in Nicaragua, other countries, in Latin America.
Frank Sturgis — When he was arrested, he was hesitant to
talk about Pan American Aluminum in Havana where he was
a "part-time employee." Employed by Hampton Road Salvage
Company, but on the move, in Mexico; travelled. Referred to
as "soldier of fortune" which simply means being paid money
by the CIA to do various jobs which we don't want to admit
arranging.

8. Housing

There is not enough information yet on the homes or apartments these various men live in.
In all CIA work, with Oswald, Ray,- Bremer, the men kept
homes away from home, isolated from everyday activities.
James McCord had' two apartments in Miami. Was one to
meet for *security arrangements needed for the convention,
while the other apartment arranged the provocations?

9. Local Police, Military, Treasury Dept., Justice Dept.,
FBI

Police:
In order for a CIA operation to be successful, it must
achieve desired goals without being detected. This requires
planning and assistance from many law enforcement agencies
and Government agents.
Louis Tackwood describes in The Glass House Tapes the
Los Angeles Police Department, and how it plans conspiracies
that will eventually lead to Fascism and a police state.
In the Watergate Affair, like all CIA activities, local police
could assist by many methods. They didn't disclose the names
of other men registered at the hotel, which could help find the
suspects. There was a total absence of information about the
Hotel staff. The FBI ordered the hotel manager
Watergate
James McCord, Jr. — Chief of Security, Langley, Virginia,
after it was learned that his name and telephone
speak"
to
"not
he
since
clients
other
What
1970.
in
CIA, for 19 years. Left
one of the men arrested.'
with
were
number
1971,
left? If McCord Associates not formed until November,
The accounts of the arrest, and information that came as a
where did he work until that time? Special 16-Man Emergency
result of the arrests, shielded the suspects. If the police and
Unit for radicals; military officials said he "left there 4 months
FBI were looking for members of the Black Panthers, the poago."
would give out detailed information and have an all-outdelice
Howard Hunt —'- Worked with CIA 21 years, left same time
scription of the missing agents.
worked
Company,
and
Mullen
to
Went
1970.
in
as McCord,
In Dallas, Memphis, Los Angeles and Maryland, all susas White House consultant, every reason to believe those were
were allowed to get out of town by the local police while
pects
still CIA jobs but he was severing from large CIA institution,
narrowed in one one chosen patsy for the crimes. The
FBI
the
like McCord. Was it for 1972 plans?
Affair had the same similarity.
Watergate
head
to
General
Attorney
as
John Mitchell — Resigned
arrested_while wearing rubber gloves with
McCord,
James
Committee to Re-Elect Richard Nixon.
addressed the Police Association this year
suit,
dinner
fine
his
Al Wong — Was secretive when asked how long he worked
on "Security." Did he give them a 'lesson on what to do if they
supposedly
he
because
important
is
This
for Secret Service.
get caught in the act? Police Departments are to provide sehired McCord for the all-important Miami assignment, and
curity. As Tackwood illustrates, some members of police dedid'not investigate Louis Tackwood charges.
'
partments are allowed to create chaos.
The time of service is important to the life of the President.
,
Military:
Dallas,
in
life
Kennedy's
Winston Lawson, responsible for
Every one of the five arrested at the Watergate had close
never was in charge of a trip like this before. He was only in
'
with branches of the military service.
contacts
Secret Service school at the time Kennedy was inaugurated.
McCord, Lt. Col. in the Army Reserves, worked with
James
best,
the
needed
Kennedy
Texas,
to
For his dangerous journey
the Army and Navy and on the Emergency Contingency Unit.
longest, most experienced security.
Bernard Barker worked with Ex-Combatientes Manuel
Ken Clawson — White House 'aide, interviewed about
and served in the U.S. Army in World War II.
Artime,
and
House"
White
the
in
"new
—
others
and
Hunt
Howard
Sturgis was a Lt. Reserve in Civil Air Patrol. Named
Frank
"used to be a reporter."
with the John Kennedy assassination, along with
connection
in
Sefor
Robert Odle — The man who hired James McCord
was David Ferrie, Civil Air Patrol. Lee Harvey
Sturgis,
Frank
curity Chief of Committee to Re-Elect Richard Nixon. Work
Oswald, before joining the Marines, worked under Ferrie in
1969January
from
Klein
Herbert
.with
tions
ed in Communica
Civil Air Patrol.
May 1971. In 1971 he left Communications to work for
Eugenio Martinez and Virgilio Gonzales were closely asMitchell's committee.
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ticed a moving pattern of agents from the time of their assignments until delivery. Cross-filing the witnesses before the Warren Commission, I labeled them "Migratory Birds."
The large majority of people who testified had certain professions; living patterns. They moved into Dallas, changed
occupation and housing.-After the assassination, by the time
they were asked to testify, they had new jobs that revealed a
lot about the military-type conspiracy involved.
From that time on, I followed job changes and contacts until the shooting.' Just from the brief news of the Watergate
boys, it is obvious there was a shifting of positions. Here are a
few samples:
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sociated with Fort Jackson troops, the exile Cuban veterans.
Also, Howard Hunt was in the Navy Reserves and the U.S.
Army Air Corps.
And Angel Ferrer was offering Washington "direct combat
troops when needed."
Treasury Department:
The Treasury Dept. is responsible for Secret Service protection.
Al Wong, Secret Service agent who hired James McCord,
was described as "secretive" about his experience or length of
time with the Secret Service.
Howard Hunt, "consultant to White House on Narcotics Intelligence," works through the Treasury Dept.
Larry Shears, intelligence agent for the Treasury Dept., revealed plans to kill Cesar Chavez and Eldridge Cleaver
through the Narcotics Department. EVelle Younger, now Attorney General of California, named as a planner in the "Squad
19" tapes, denied the charges. If Howard Hunt and Charles
Colsen, who. works in the "dirty tricks department" in the
White Hotise, are connected with Narcotics Intelligence, could
they be part of those plans?
The Justice Department and the FBI:
There is a web that connects the CIA operations, the FBI
that investigates them, and the Justice Dept. that prosecutes
the selected agents.
Only carefully selected agents examine the evidence, represent the men arrested, or interview the men convicted if and
when they are ever found.
The Nixon-Mitchell Justice Dept. consists of an agency that
hires assassins; plants evidence against the innocent; pays informers or offers parole from narcotics or other arrests if they
will lie about - a suspect; creates conspiracies; designs special
Tactical Squads for further repressions.
John Mitchell, after the Watergate arrests, decided to "retire." That is the style of the Nixon administration to avoid arrests. The My Lai officers, Abe Fortas, Will Wilson, General
Leavelle, John Mitchell — all just step down from office.
A group of black Republicans, hoping to win Nixon Nazi
smiles upon their faces, were planning a pro-Nixon dance
called Do the Nixon. The only step they need to learn for the
dance troupe is how to "step down" when the heat is on, run
and get out while you are still ahead.
How can the FBI or Justice Department begin to investigate
the Watergate Affair? John Mitchell and Patrick Gray III,
both organizers for Nixon's presidency many long years, are
not about to expose any plan to keep their power from the
hands of the electorate.

10. Dirty Tricks
The CIA has a "dirty tricks" department. Richard Nixon has
a "dirty tricks" consultant. Martha Mitchell said she witnessed
"dirty tricks" that caused her to become "a political prisoner."
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Charles Golsen, associate of White House consultant
Howard Hunt, was described by Ken Clawson as the man who
does Nixon's "dirty tricks."
The President of the United States should be above these
kinds of games, but that is not the way Nixon came to polder.
Colson was reported to have written a smear article about
Senator Tydings of Maryland just before his last election that
was printed in Life magazine. After Tydings lost the election,
all charges were proven false, but the vote of one more member of the Senate was assured for whatever votes were needed
by Nixon.

11. Cities and Countries
CIA conspiracies are complicated. They involve a network
of cities; geographic areas that are used often for espionage
agents to lose their past associations.
The Watergate Affair centers around Washington, New
York, Miami, Texas and California.
Countries the agents visited were Chile, Mexico, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Spain, Panama and the Dominican Republic.

12. Coincidences
Missing Link Key Shop:
Virgilio Gonzales, arrested at the Watergate. Hotel, worked
as a locksmith at the Missing Link Key Shop in Miami.
The same week the five men were arrested in Washington,
all keys to the convention centers for the Miami halls were
stolen. Fifteen keys on one ring, removed from an attache case
inside a locked room; were missing. They opened all the major
locks at the convention hall complex that included three buildings.
"Balderdash, no conspiracy":
Jack Anderson, who carefully ignores any facts or evidence
of conspiracies that killed President John Kennedy, Robert
Kennedy or Martin Luther King, put down research author
Don Ritey last summer for attempting to link a high level plot
of the CIA, FBI, Dallas Police, Anti-Castro Cubans, and the
Syndicate.
When Frank Sturgis was arrested at the Watergate Hotel,
Jabk Anderson went to court immediately to vouch for his
long friend and source of information. Sturgis had been questioned by the FBI about his connections to the John Kennedy
murder.
The widow of Drew Pearson, Jack Anderson's former boss,
could have in her husband's files important information that
was passed to JFK on October 28, 1963, saying: "Cancel
Dallas trip. Arrest Lee Harvey Oswald." Anderson refused to
help find this memo, passed it off as "too far-fetched."
Blueprints and Air-Conditioning Plans:
Bernard Barker asked architect Leonard Glass for plans of
the floors, exits, entry at the Democratic Convention headquarters.
Eight months later, Bernard Barker was arrested at the
Watergate Hotel after illegally entering the Democratic National Committee.

13. Witnesses Never Called, Questions Never Asked
The FBI, Justice Dept. and police agencies conceal clandestine witnesses and evidence that would prove conspiracies
exist. Many questions important in trials or investigations are
never asked.
Included in my research on cases where I believe the CIA is
involved are hundreds of questions never asked — if and when
the carefully selected attorneys go to trial. Here are a comparatively few questions about the Watergate. Affair. There are
dozens more that need further investigation to unravel the rePage 37

Why do we keep bringing refugees' from "Communism" to
lationship of the arrested persons to our espionage establishU.S. before taking care of our own? Why are the ex-Comthe
ment.
used and trained to turn against the blacks or students
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1964. Parts of that Act were violated at the time of Martha
Mitchell's abduction, and in the way she was handled. _
Her telephone was pulled from the wall, five men silenced
her, and an unknown- substance was injected into her body
against her will.
As a friend of the court and a citizen, I have a right to
charge that there has been a violation of her civil rights by
those in responsible positions. It is in the national interest that
she be permitted to talk freely before a responsible group.
We want to know what she saw. Martha Mitchell is the wife
of one of the most responsible men in this nation. When she is
treated in this manner, all of us e involved in having a right to
know who is doing these things.
What happened to her could happen to any of us.

Those guilty of making her a prisoner are subject to $10,000
fine and 10 years in prison. If a conspiracy is proven, each and
every person involved in subject to the same penalties.
The national interest is involved. If the Democratic Party
fails on behalf of all citizens to pursue this matter, and if they
settle for a deal of silence, I shall file a Civil Rights suit myself
on behalf of all United States citizens.
Free Martha Mitchell!

American Assassins Are Not Mutations
"There is something undeniably different about the American variety.
The individualism of American assassins is what Europeans, and some
Americans too, find hard to grasp. In other parts of the world, political assassination is usually the result of an elaborate plot. The object is to bring
about a shift of power; it is a rational exercise, even if a murderous one. No
such plan appears to guide the American assassin."'

Time Magazine, May 29, 1972
The American assassin is a different variety than history ever
•produced before. This mongrel is not a pure breed-Nazi but the
deformed and hideous baby produced from the marriage of Nazi
General Reinhard Gehlen and his misteess, Allen Dulles' CIA. It
has taken a long time to recognize just what is different about this
creation whose birth followed a quickie ceremony immediately
after World War II.
The parents, who had helped finance Adolph Hitler's ascendency, and the agencies still longing for revenge and war against most
of mankind, changed their domicile but not their, habits. The
nursery moved from Germany into the United States and
Jamaica. When the ,TV cameras turn their lens away from the
-Crowd or the hired man who is photographed holding a weapon,
the wide view screen will show the chambers of Washington, New
York and Montreal where the real American assassins shall be
properly, identified.
Europeans and some Americans who find the explanation of
our assassinations hard to grasp have not yet recognized the
species. Every time we are ready to change domestic and foreign
policiet through the electoral process, the candidate who would
effect some better changes gets smashed. Once again that
"withdrawn and unemployed failure" with "no ideological basis"
manages to keep us back in the 19th century. Senator George
McGovern called the alleged assassins "lone sociopaths."2 Any
person who wishes to become President should be more familiar
with the conspiratorial process.
If other parts of the world have their elaborate plots, none of
them equalled our murders, attempted murders, or accidents.
Master minds, experts for many years in illegal rearmament and
political assassinations in Germany, combined agents and agencies with the U.S. The "Gehlen Organization" was financed by the
CIA to the extent of $200,000,000 through Allen Dulles.3
Families from Eastern Europe, Russia, and Germany, screened
by Gehlen, were imported into cities over the United States,
Realist

particularly in the Southwest. Many of these people still dream of
a war against Russia, or Asia, and a study of their background
would quickly reveal why wars against Asians, blacks, Chicanos, natives — all non-whites — are taking place today. The
use Of this emigre group of Russians and Germans was essential to conceal the plot of assassinations that sta`rted in
America on November 22, 1963.
The object of assassinations in other countries is for a shift in
power. The object of American assassinations has been to keep
the power in the same hands of those who controlled President
Eisenhower and his Vice-President Richard Nixon, their selected
agent
The murders of John Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Robert
Kennedy, the accident at Chappaquiddick and the shooting of
Governor George Wallace were plots to maintain control over the
electoral system. Only one candidate gained from all this violence,
and that was Richard Nixon and Company.6
Our American assassins, hired as decoys, are either killed or
isolated in their cages. The "lone assassin" becomes an animal to
be dissected by the Pentagon social scientists and psychiatrists.
Selected attorneys and privileged biographers write their his- '
tories. Soon the puppet media and other "experts" pick up the
lingo and pass along misinformation as facts. While this human
being is being turned into a patsy who is monitored every second
and isolated until his death, a group.of covert agents manufacture
what are supposed to have been his motives for becoming an assassin.
That fictitious personality will be studied and is supposed to
become the model of assassins America produced in the 1960's
and 1970's. By legalizing murder under the title "Death Penalty,"
Attorney General Evelle Younger can kill his patsies on Death
Row: Sirhan Sirhan; Charles Manson, and John Frazier. If
these men were free to talk, they would shake American
"justice" and conspiratorial processes down to their very roots.
Creating the false motives for Lee Harvey Oswald's supposed
killing of President John Kennedy was a project between brilliant
and ruthless individuals. Once his traits and personality could be
firmly established in our minds, it would then appear possible that
' Oswald actually killed somebody in Dallas. '
There was another purpose for creating a set pattern of
personality traits to describe the assassin. This biographical
profile would be used for future murders if other candidates
threatened the occupant in the White House, or if it was time to
kill the President again. Madame Nhu sent a message , after
President Kennedy was killed which stated "anything that
happens in Vietnam will find its counterpart in the U.S."7
We had our own kind of Domino Theory working in our own
back yard. If you believed the first time around that President
Kennedy was killed by Lee• Harvey Oswald, who was supposed to
have been a "loner," "misfit," "rejected," "unknown," who
"wanted a place in history," and that he actually fired those
amazing bullets in Dealey Plaza,8 you would buy the same story
next time told in Los Angeles, Memphis, Maryland, or at Chappaquiddick.
Oswald supposedly inspired James Ray, alleged assassin of
Martin Luther King. Both men had lived in rooming houses and
liked to travel across many continents. Ray and Oswald would
impress Sirhan Sirhan, alleged assassin of Robert Kennedy.
Arthur Bremer, ten days before shooting Governor George
Wallace, checked out two books on Sirhan and found time to
leave messages for hero Oswald. Before long every candidate who
opposed or challenged Richard Nixon's presidency was falling
from the same bullshit instead of the bullets.
All the physical evidence used to solve crimes such as the
weapons, bullets, autopsies, examination of clothing, wounds,
photographs proves that a conspiracy existed in every assassination. Attention was carefully camoflauged from where it
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should have been focused. Locked up for 75 years, or destroyed,
altered, missing, planted and forged, evidence could be examined
today to prove the plots to murder political.leaders.
Instead of using all methods of criminology to solve killings or
accidents, a profile of assassins was created as a diversion from actual facts. The most important ingredient towards the success of
concealing American conspiracies was to make the cover story
sound good and repeat it so often that nobody followed up the
source of the information.
The Gehlen Operation, master spy outfit for Hitler's hot war
against Eastern Europe and the USSR, moved many of their
agents via Allen Dulles's CIA into the Dallas-Fort Worth-Houston area. Most of the emigrEs had large oil and land holdings
taken from their families and hoped to return and claim what the
Bolsheviks took away from them. Members of the Solidarists,
members of Vlassov's Army of Liberation against the USSR, and
Nazi war criminals were moved into Texas and the Southwest
long before John Kennedy was assassinated.9
George DeMohrenschildt, Lee Oswald's closest friend in
Dallas, came from a family where his "father was Director of the
Nobel Oil Interests in Minsk Province. He was the elected
representative of the landowners to the government of Czarist
Russia.")
John J. McCloy, member of the Warren Commission, was the
attorney for Rockefeller's Standard Oil and represented the
refineries of the "Nobel family's giant Caucasian oil fields" that
had been taken by the Bolsheviks." (At the time of the assassination of President Kennedy, DeMohrenschildt was employed by Lyndon Johnson's friends Brown and Root, largest
constructors for Vietnam contracts.)
Conduits of funds for the transfer of emigre groups into the
United States from Eastern Europe or the Middle East were
through organizations'such as the Tolstoy'Foundation, the Greek
Orthodox Church, and other DIA and CIA front organizations.12
Members of- a close-knit emigre group in Texas that quickly
adopted Marina Oswald as their own were named by the Warren
Report as the "Russian Speaking Community." These people,
Were the ones who were to provide the Warren Commission with
the thinking habits and personality profile of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Many of those persons in the Dallas-Fort Worth area were part of
a large espionage activity. Most of them were closely identified'
with defense and warfare factories, oil exploration, or worked
directly with government agencies.
When the guns of November 22, 1963 went off, thirty emigre
canaries, plus a few Americans directly connected with Nazi
General Walter Dornberger at Bell Aerospace, and Marina
Oswald, wife of Lee Harvey Oswald, were singing for the news
media and the Warren Commission. These were the people
whose testimony the Warren Report quoted, which was false information. Nothing these people said about Oswald had any basis
in fact. Nobody questioned the source of their fabrications and
outright lies. No members of the Warren Commission attended
hearings from the Russian Community except for the testimony
given by Marina Oswald and Kathryn Ford.
The Warren Conimission staff and lawyers who took testimony
which should have been important in solving the Dallas
conspiracy were mysteries themselves. How they were selected for
their job with the Warren Commission is such a secret process
that even this information is locked into the National Archives for
75 years and marked "national security."
There was no cross examination of witnesses with conflicting
testimony. A set of agreements was arranged on which questions
would be asked, and each witness speaking against Lee Harvey
Oswald carefully filled his requirements. Perjury, falsehoods,
outright lies were accepted without proof and left unexamined.
The Warren Report then used this kind of testimony as the basis
for concluding that Oswald was mentally capable of shooting
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John Kennedy, even though the rifle found behind some boxes
wasn't. Oswald never owned a rifle or saw the so-called assassination weapon in his life.
My interest in Lee Harvey Oswald started November 24, 1963.
Oswald said he was a "patsy" and that he "did not kill President
Kennedy." Was Jack Ruby hired to kill Oswald in order to silence
the truth and to prevent Oswald from revealing' information
about the murders in Dallas?
The Warren Report was supposed to summarize evidence and
testimony pertaining to the murders of President John Kennedy,
Officer J.D. Tippit, and Lee Harvey Oswald; 26 volumes titled

Hearings Before the President's Commission on the
Assassination of President Kennedy were published and
contained the exhibits and testimony upon which the Warren
Report was based. Allen Dulles, another member of the

infamous Warren Cominission, thought it would be safe to
print all the evidence and documents because "I don't think
anybody would pay` attention to it to begin with."'"
That old, spy master was wrong because many of us did pay
attention to the wide discrepancies that existed between the
Warren Report and the evidence contained in the Commission
Hearings. For eight years I examined those differences and came
to the conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald was an agent of Navy
Intelligence and then the FBI. Other researchers, working
independently and thousands of miles apart from each other,
came to these same conclusions based upon the'actual evidence in
the case.
There were two profiles of Lee Harvey Oswald. One was
created by the select group in Texas of emigret and government
employees that the Warren Report quoted and passed off as the
truth. The other Oswald, pieced together from all kinds of sources
in the 26 volumes, and gathered from witnesses other than a
chosen few in contact with Oswald for different reasons, gave the
impression of a talented, skilled, disciplined, educated, and
capable person.
What I considered factual were service records, testimony of his
officer in the Marines, State Department papers, contacts-with
top CIA officials in the USSR, job applications, a letter of
resignation (which is different than being "fired"), certificate of
special training in radar, electronics, photographic skills, Russian
language tests and proof of learning abilities, college applications
and acceptances, intelligent correspondence with the Navy and
important public officials, FBI contacts in Texas and New
Orleans, access to passports and special favors, funding by the
State Department, arrangements provided by the Treasury
Department, cancelled pay checks and continuous funding associated with Government employment, proof of being coached
in legal rights, and Oswald's connections with U-2 flights over the
USSR.
Oswald was not rejected by the society in which he lived. He
received special favors in the Marines, being relieved of duty while
meeting with secret persons. His discharge was honorable from
the service. His entry from Helsinki, into the USSR was speeded
up in an "unusual" hurry. Housing and finances in the USSR were
superior to that of anyone around him. All waivers were passed,
breaking particular stipulations in the State Department, to allow
his Russian wife speedy entry into the U.S.
Lee and Marina stayed at the best hotels, were met by VIP at
the New York harbor, were taken to their hotel, airport in
limousines. Oswald had special privileges, traveled in the USSR
without passes, received an immediate passport renewal in the
U.S. in June 1963, and proved that with every gesture he made
somebody was catering to his wishes, rather than rejecting his
plans.
Research indicated that Lee Oswald was not without friends in
the U.S. or in the USSR. All of his contacts and associations were
with persons hired by war criminal Walter Dorneberger, with two
Realist

other men who had been suspected of being Nazis during World
economies and institutions under control of the United States.
War 11,15 medical students, lawyers, doctors, oil engineers, acWhen newly elected President John Kennedy indicated that he
countants, professional people, professors, employees of space
was not taking orders from some other invisible government then
and defense industries. There was a chain of command from the
it was time for him to be assassinated.
time of his arrival in Fort Worth in June 1962 that took care of inFollowing the murder of President Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson
troductions, jobs, housing, placements, assignments. All of this
immediately appointed Allen Dulles as a member of the comhad the earmarks of a very complicated and successful
mission to investigate the killing of Kennedy. With Dulles' CIA
intelligence operation.
agents placed over 'the United States, and Gehlen's Eastern
Code names used in the USSR between Lee and Marina
European and German agents nestled in Fort Worth, Dallas,
Oswald were duplicated between agents in the Dallas-Fort Worth
Houston and New Orleans, these persons could be useful to
provide the smokescreen for the Warren Commission.
area. Important proofs of conspiracies in Dallas existed and were
bound into the 26 volumes of Hearings which the FBI and invesThe first witness called to testify before the Warren, Corntigating teams never bothered to examine.
mission was Marina Oswald, widow of Lee Harvey Oswald.
'
The unhappy marriage between Lee and Marina that the
Without the testimony of Marina, there would be no possible way
Warren Report keeps using as a possible motive for Oswald's
of associating Lee Oswald with the Dallas murder evidence.
behavior was actually no wedding at all. This union had all the
Marina supplied false information and lied to the Commission.
appearances of a convenience between two espionage agents.
Before her testimony started on Feb. 3, 1964, she had con
Their engagement followed three public meetings and only after - tradicted herself continuously in 40 previous FBI interviews. Her
Oswald's papers were being prepared for his return to the United
testimony could have been proven incorrect in ten minutes if
States. No member of Marina's family attended the Ceremony
members of the Commission had examined exhibits and
even though they were walking distance away. •
documents that were in their possession at that time.
Three weeks before John Kennedy and Lee Oswald were
Chief Justice Earl Warren helped Marina along when her
murdered, Agent J. Flinty of the FBI was offering Marina Oswald
memory failed. Using the, old card trick of selection by
"protection" and told hertshe could remain in the United States
elimination, Earl forced Marina to identify a picture of Ge,neral
and "defect from the USSR."I6 Marina was here on a temporary
Walker's home supposedly among Lee's possessions when earlier
visa. It would be interesting to find out how the FBI takes over
she insisted she never saw that picture before in her life.18
State Department decisions and makes such offers. Oswald obDavid Belin, attorney for the Warren Commission, wrote Chief
jected to the FBI visits with his wife and Ruth Paine, and
Counsel J. Lee Rankin that Marina, Oswald should have a
suspected the "notorious FBI."12 Within a very short time,
polygraph test because "a substantial portion of key testimony by
Marina was receiving protection and citizenship in the United
Marina is not subject to ordinary tests of credibility." Belin also
States and Lee Oswald was buried at Arlington cemetary.
suggested that if a polygraph test was not given, and if Marina
There is a clear distinction between assassins or alleged as"had hotbeen truthful in her testimony, it could throw an entirely
sassins being "alone" and being "loners." Clandestine operations
new light on aspects of the investigation."151
require secrecy and the kind of persons attracted to these jobs
It was my research into the fabrications from Marina Oswald
have spent many years of their childhood or life alone. When Col.
and the Russian Community that led me to know the entire invesEdward Lansdale went to North Vietnam to contaminate oil suptigation must be explained and understood for what it was, a
plies he didn't take his wife or family.
cover-up for an elaborate conspiracy to kill President Kennedy
and for future assassinations.
Men on assignments remove themselves for one year or more
before their actual work proceeds. Relatives, parents, wives, girl,
Allen Dulles came to the first meeting of the Warren Commission with a paperback book for the members. He explained
friends, brothers, all sources of contacts are locked out of this
private world for obvious reasons. Being alone is a necessity for
this book would set the tone for their investigation and that if
certain heads of state, espionage agents, masters of war and deceit
read, they would see a compilation of traits ascribed to previous
as well as their selected and paid employees.
assassins.
Nobody gets close to Henry Kissinger for the same reasons that
"It is a fascinating book, but you'll find, a pattern running
Lee Oswald, James Ray, Sirhan Sirhan, and Arthur Bremer
through here that I think we'll find in this present case."2"
remained semi-isolated. Important to the success of plots and
The espionage expert also suggested that he be the one who
conspiracies is the 'ability to lose the chain of command and all
would collect' all the witness testimony about why Oswald would
contacts related to the plans. want to kill the President. None of the Warren Commission
My research project consisted in separating the origin, of
meetings went into actual evidence or matters of criminology.
negative statements made about Lee Harvey Oswald by that select
Their sole concern was to kill rumors, create motives, 'and find
group of 30 people in Dallas-Fort Worth and comparing them to
reasons that could be explained. All this was to be completed
all evidence that indicated these persons were obviously coached
before elections in 1964.
and not telling the truth. A small homogeneous set of persons,
Witness testimony would be accumulated by Allen DulleS for
identical in backgrounds, interests, political philosophy, similar
the Warren Report. All the Report would quote or publish was
in goals and memories, related to oil industries and warfare emfrom that select few persons and not the wide range of testimony
ployments were the associates of Marina and Lee Oswald. When
that contradicted Dulles' agents.
Lee was killed, they provided the motive for the Warren Report
"I have seen together 20 or 30 items in various reports,
which would be used over and over again for any other
these can be pulled together. 1 found a dozen or more
conspiracies and assassinations.
••
•
statements of the various people as to why they thought he
Allen Dulles, former chief of the CIA, was removed from that
did it, or what his character was, or what his aim and so
agency by President Kennedy following the Bay of Pigs "inforth that goes into motives. Regarding previous asvasion" of Cuba. John Foster Dulles and brother Allen had consassinations, there is a pattern that runs through. It is rather
trolled the State Department and cold war policies of the White
interesting. I have been studying that a good bit myself."21
House for eight long years.
Insane and genocidal decisions were backed up and put into
' It was quite a surprise to read witness testimony and learn that
'effect by our international police, armies, and the CIA. Many
heads of other governments were blown off to keep their
many people Dulles quoted for the Warren Report on why theY.
Realist
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5. National Security Council on Foreign Relations;The Council on Foreign
Relations must make all major decisions on American investments, enemies, sources
of oil, resources, power. The National Security Council sends its agents, via CIA and
other agencies, to put these decisions and "necessities" into effect.
6. How Nixon gained from the assassinations, attempted assassination, and accident at Chappaquiddick:
A. Nixon lost election to President Kennedy in 1960
. Penn Jones Jr., Forgive my Grief, Volume III, Page 85
' Description of Hoover, Nixon, home of Murchison Nov.'2I, 1963.
Nixon close with Texas group associated with the assassination; having
Lyndon Johnson as President was not losing control of the White House decisions.
Nov. 24, 1963, the war was ready to escalate in Vietnam. Nixon, Connally, Johnson,
Hoover, Dulles, Helms could work very well together.
•
B. Martin Luther King assassination
Look Magazine,
James Ray said "King had to be killed in an •election year,"
•
,
11-22-68.
The riots that followed King's death made unknown Agnew, prominent and
ripe for "law and order" candidate.
Pappai Foundation, CIA, Greek oil money told Nixon if he wanted to be
President and have their financing, he would select Agnew as Vice-President. King's
death responsible for Agnew's selection and for Nixon's financial backing he needed
•
.
,
C Robert Kennedy
Nixon had close competition for White House control, Kennedy chances
good of winning.
By killing him on primary victory eve, the electoral process was under control
again. Humpty Dumpty, if he won, would have been easier to manage than JFK or
LB.1.
•
D. Ted Kennedy
. In 1969 political poll watchers realized Ten Kennedy was the only person
likely to give Richard Nixon a difficult contest in 1972. By giving him an espionage
treatment identical to Otto John's in Germany, where he was discredited without
being killed, Nixon's opposition was eliminated early and would not be associated
with the electoral process.
•,•
,
•
•
E. George Wallace
,The. Southern Strategy of John Mitchell and Nixon did not anticipate
populist vote appeal of Wallace, or that Nixon would lose votes in Maryland,
Michigan, other states to Wallace. Even though it was close to election time, he was
supposed to be killed.
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How Nixon Actually Got Into Power
The rise Df Adolph Hitler and Fascism in Germany was
carefully planned.
It began with the illegal rearmament of a covert army following
defeat in World War I, which was an intentional, secretive
breaking of the Versaille Treaty disarmament agreements.
American munition manufacturers and industrialists aided, the
clandestine military leaders of Germany in their reartnament.
Over FOUR HUNDRED POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS
of , legitimate government officials from various agencies in
Germany took place during that period. These murders were
necessary for the desired power and pbsition the hidden Gentian
government needed.
German law courts, plus their Supreme Court, assisted the
growing military regime from 1920-1933. Two governments, One
official and legal, one clandestine and secretive, existed side by
side, Hitler, front man and leader of the illegal armies, mistaken
for comical by the intellectuals, was administered the oath as
Chancellor of the German Reich January 30, 1933.1
The rise of Richard Nixon in the United States was carefully
planned.
An illegal attitude "toward the Versaille Treaty •411bired
American financiers to feed and support Germiny's Illegal
rearmament. An illegal attitude toward the Geneva Accord was
also. approved by Dwight Eisenhower for Indochina in' 1945. 2
A study of our Stale Department and espionage establishment
reveals that we had clandestine, secret armies ftinctioning' both
,' 1'
• •
abroad and in the United States.3 •
Hundreds of political assassinations related to . minority
' races, labor leaders, spokesman against Fascism have taken
1963 the political
place in the - U.S. since World 'War II.
• assassination of President John Kennedy. in Dallas became
necessary for our own hidden, clandestine government to
maintain control. The candidate for President .in 19613.,..Robert
Kennedy, was murdered by the same people on the night, of .his
victory in election primaries.
United States law courts, plus the Supreme,Court, hai+e-supported this clandestine.government and military regime by lending their name to the concealment of the conspiracies to murder
our leaders. They refuse to examine documents that exist, allow
truth to remain locked in the National Archives on the basis, of
the big lie, "national security."
Richard Nixon, front man and leader of this, i illegal
government, mistaken for comical by the intellectuals, was administered the oath of President of the United States on January
20, 1969. •
Military and industrial fanatics felt deprived and defeated
when John Kennedy would not make war with the Soviet Union
as late as 1961. E.M. Dealey, militant publisher of the: Dallas
News, told President Kennedy, "We need a man on horseback to
lead this nation. Too many people in Texas and the Southwest
think you are riding Caroline's tricycle."4 Two years later, in Dealey Plaza, John Kennedy was murdered.
, .
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"thought Oswald did it" never met Lee Harvey Oswald in their
lives. Other persons saw him once and never spoke to him. Many
of these people, working in warfare industries, were meeting alone
"with Marina Oswald who was feeding them this information
;against her own husband.
There are similarities between Oswald, Sirhan, Ray and
Bremer, over 35 that I could list, but none has anything to do with
personality traits or habits. Rather, in each assassination there
were more bullets fired than were located in the victims and at the
scene of the crime than the alleged weapons could discharge.
Bullets recovered from the, victims did not match the alleged
weapons. All other suspects were released immediately. "No
conspiracy" was announced within hours of the shootings, even
when there was no suspect after the killing of Martin Luther King.
The creation of the motive for assassinations in America was so
important that Allen Dulles took control of this matter at the first
.meeting, of the Warren Commission. When testimony was taken
from 552 witnesses, Marina Oswald was given first honors. She
proceeded to discredit her husband, even when she had to lie to do
it. NobodS, ever wrote about her motives for offering the Commission the testimony they wanted you to believe. Considering
what she had before, and received in exchange, it is obvious that
her testimony should have been challenged.
The most important ingredient , in the entirely phony Warren
-Report was going to be the study of an assassin's personality.
Therefore it was little wonder that New York attorney. Louis
)14 izer's introduction to the Warren Report would be nothing but a
,continuous blast against Lee Oswald's mental derangement. If
you believed what Mr. Nizer said was factual about Oswald, then
information that followed in the Warren Report would not have
,
to be challenged or examined.
Conspiracies and plots to control elections in the United States
were aided and protected by the Supreme Court, judges, lawyers,
and the carefully selected legal staff. Hitler's lies, cover murders,
and political assassinations were also concealed by his Supreme
•
.
Court and justices.22
Chief Justice Earl Warren accepted his responsibility to head
the Warren Commission because of Lyndon Johnson's argument
that "millions of people would be killed in an atomic war if he
didn't dispel these rumors," On the basis of this being "more important" than a war, Warren accepted his job and covered truth
for Lyndon Johnson. 23
The war that actually started from the time that John Kennedy
Was killed was against blacks, Chicanos, youth and the electoral
'system among other things. It was also against Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Greece and other countries we helped
overthrow to establish military dictatorships. Protecting the real
assassins so long has made the way for air war escalations,
slaughters of natives, famines, legalized Fascism in Greece,
recognition of military dictatorships whenever possible.
These conspiracies brought us Warren Burger with his desire to
do away with trial by jury if and when that New Constitution goes
into effect, 24 Patrick Gray III who closes conspiracy cases when
the Federal Government is •involved, 25 Richard Helms' new
powers in the White House even though he is the protege of Dulles
and Gehlen, and his agents are used for political assassinations,
Henry Kissinger, Richard Kleindest, William Rehnquist, John
Connally, Evelle Younger; Ronald Reagan, and more to come
after elections in 1972.
There is a plan that guides the American assassins and every
person connected to that plan in some way moves higher into
positions of power which should be questioned on the basis of
facts connected to the murders.
By using Louis Nizer's name and asking him to write the introduction to the Warren Report, more prestige and authority
would pad the document. The flimsy evidence would be ignored,
hopefully, with that opening pursuasion and emotional pitch
about poor Lee Harvey Oswald. The anger and embellishments
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Nizer threw into this section went way beyond the hatred
mouthed by the. Russian exiles and defense department agents.
Nizer pointed out Lee's weaknesses, impotence, hatred of the rich,
resentment of authority, poor marital relations, desire to be
famous, aggressions and hostilities, frustrations, neurosis and
loner's pattern.
How ironic that every adjective used by Nizer was provided by
that select , group of emigreS, Lee's wife, and the defense
department employees. Albert Jenner, attorney for the Warren
Commission, referred to this group as a "cast of characters who
touched the lives of Lee Oswald and Marina Oswald."26 A few of
them had definitely touched Marina Oswald, but never Lee.
To write this strong introcution Nizer was quoting from a
handful of people and never verified the source of his information. This was one huge psychodrama where the stakes were
high and the cover story had to hold all the loose pieces together.
. The total effect would be to sell for all time the profile of the assassin to explain the Dallas murders and any others that would ,
follow. The script for the conspiracies, which was not supposed to
get title credits, was written by Allen Dulles and Richard Helms of
the CIA, and J. Edgar Hoover's Division V of the FBI. Song and
dance men like Nizer and Warren, with legal costumes, distracted
from what was really taking place.
There was a strange twist of fate in' asking Louis Nizer to help
write the account of our American assassins. In 1944 Nizer
belonged to a group called "The Society for the Prevention of
World War III." This organization of several thousand members
was dedicated to the prevention of all future wars by "whittling
down Germany's war potential in all fields of activity."
Remembering how the Nazi "experts" developed meticulbus 'gas
chambers, there was an interest to limit future war-making
machinery and immigration into the United States. 27
Twenty years later, in 1964, Louis Nizer was being used by the
Warren Commission and actually quoted the very persons he had
feared would start World War III some day. The importation of
certain persons allowed former Nazi war criminals to conduct
World War III on Asian soil.
The 30 year's war being waged in the name of Peace has been a
continuation of experimentation with weapons and
oppressions transferred from Germany into the United States.
The power to escalate this global conflict became possible by
the continual murder of political candidates who stood in the
way of the war machine mentality.
The time 'has come to stop feeling safe when the Justice
Department tells you there was "no conspiracy" while you watched your candidate being slain. Everybody in the nation knows
that -Ted Kennedy would be killed by the same persons who
murdered his brothers if he wanted to be President or if you
wanted him to be your President. Lee Harvey Oswald is dead and
Sirhan Sirhanis in San Quentin, and neither of these men killed
John Kennedy or Robert Kennedy.
The "climate of violence" does not encourage or breed assassins. This excuse conceals the real assassins and allows plots
and conspiracies to increase. When attention is focused away
from all the falsehoods that conceal conspiracies and plots by
calling attention to personality motives, our American mutant
will then be studied for what he is.
Hopefully, the alleged assassins who are still alive will be taken
to a safe place, offered amnesty and safety so that they can tell us
the truth about the persons who hired them to shoot a weapon at
the scenes of the crimes, even if they did not kill.
I. Some day an entire book will be written about the part played by Time and

Life in protecting conspirators. Their diversion away from evidence in the plots

to the alleged assassins' families and personalities served only one purpose, to
divert from the truth about the assassinations.
2. Los Angeles Free Press. June 1972, Interview with Ivan Dryer
New York, 1972
3. E.H. Cookridge, Gehlen, Spy of the Cem urr, Random House,
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Enter Richard Milhous Nixon.
He applied to serve in the FBI following graduation from law
school. No answer followed.• When World War II was declared,
Nixon requested sea duty and was assigned to the South Pacific
Combat Air Transport Command." Nixon's fifteen months in
the South Pacific ended when he was transferred to Fleet Air
Wing 8 at Alameda, Claifornia, and from there was assigned on
special orders to the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics. The Navy assigned him to "winding up" active contracts with such aircraft
firms as Bell and. Glenn Martin."
As a Lieutenant Commander inthe Navy, Richard Nixon's next
task was that of "negotiating settlements" of terminated war contracts in the Bureau of Aeronautics Office at 50 Church Street,
New York City.20
That year was 1945, when importation proceedings began for
the 642 Nazi rocket and aerospace experts and scientists from
Germany to the U.S. Through the "generosity of the Guggenheim
Foundation they obtained a suitable site — a huge medieval castle, built by financier Jay Gould on a 160-acre estate at Sands
Point, Long Island. Here the Germans began work on a secret
project for the Navy's Office of Research and Inventions."21
April, May, June and July, 1945 — worldwide attention fell
upon German atrocities. From Belsen, Nordhausen,
Buchenwald, and Dachau came stories of slaughter and grotesque
medical research conducted in the name of science. Public
opinion polls gave no evidence of generous feelings toward any
group in the German population. But opinions do not
automatically create policy.22
By 1945 the armed services accepted the Nazi's skills and
mentality as indispensible to our military power. Young
advisors could not fully appreciate the concern about
clandestine maneuvers after World War I, and were not
alarmed by the devastation and destruction of the Third Reich.
They looked upon the German scientists with excitement and
anticipation.23 The Department of Navy was-the first to act
upon the importation process.27
States to benefit economically from the influx of munition
makers, rocket and space industries, warfare hardware were
based in the South and Southwest. Segregated, racist states were
natural habitats for imported Germans. Cold war propaganda,
perpetuated by hatred of the Soviet Union and much of Asia, was
financed and fostered for the most part in Florida, Louisiana,
Georgia, Ohio, Texas, Alabama, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico
and California.
The same mentality that allowed genocidal, inhuman
slaughters on the continent of Europe built machinery to extend
pain and warfare in Southeast Asia.
Richard Nixon was in New York, serving the Navy, the summer
that importation plans started going into effect. He soon moved
to Maryland where a very important telegram was to arrive. "He
wanted to get out of the service, but there was the great question,'What now?' While he pondered his alternatives, events and
circumstances were deciding the question for him. A telegram was
the instrument of fate."28
In August, 1945 a Committee of One Hundred men located
judicial
of
through political assassinations and reversal
California placed an advertiseMent in 26 newspapers:
in
and

He feared the hidden government behind his back, publicly
stating he wanted "to splinter the CIA in a thousand pieces and
scatter it to the winds."5 The day our President was murdered, the
streets of Dallas were filled with posters and handbills
proclaiming him a traitor. This was the same motivation for
illegal assassinations and killings in pre-Nazi, and Nazi
Germany.6
The Warfare State was set free, following November 22, 1963,
to show its ugly face. The war in Asia began to escalate, with
no noticeable provocations, only three weeks after the murder
of President Kennedy.7
John Foster Dulles was U.S. Secretary of State from 19531959. Before and following these years heading the State
Department, this public servant wielded tremendous power and
influence with the military and industrial monopolies of power
and wealth in the world. He was the architect of "containing Communism." Mr. Dulles confided, "President Eisenhower
surrendered all his power to me." In 1956 he said, "Don't bother
about what the President said. I write what he says." The State
Department was "in my hat." You did not have to rely on the
department or its bureaucracy.”10
His brother, Allen Dulles, headed our spy agency formerly
known as the OSS. As long as John Foster Dulles was Secretary
of State, Allen Dulles had no need to "chafe under political control." Both brothers "placed Supreme confidence in their personal
judgments." They were completely trusted and were able to act at
will and "shielded from any unpleasant consequences."
Adolph Hitler declared war in 1941. By 1942 Allen Dulles was
moved to Switzerland for the purpose of rounding, up and importing to the United States, German "specialists." Two years
before the war ended or its fate was decided, the United States
was making arrangements for Nazi scientists, arms experts to
come to our democracy (for which the boys were fighting and
dying at that moment)."
From 1945 until 1952 the U.S. military brought over 642 alien
"specialists" and their families from Nazi Germany. They were
known collectively by the code name "paperclip." German missile
and rocket experts, munition makers, war experts were carefully
selected and located into aerospace programs, • war industries,
armament factories, defense and warfare manufacturing."
Violent anti-communist fears by the military and munition
makers justified the exchange for a once democratic nation into
the Fascist state we have -today. Members of the Nazi party now
es, factories, 'aircraft and
•
hold key positions in our universiti
aerospace programs." When the Nazi empire collapsed in
1945, ex-Nazi Geneial Reinhard Gehlen joined forces with our
OSS. Gehlen was placed in charge of wartime intelligence for
Foreign Armies East. "It was not long before Gehlen was back
in business, this time for the United States. Gehlen named his
price and terms!'" A series of meetings was arranged at the
Pentagon with Nazi Gehlen, Allen Dulles, J. Edgar Hoover
and others." The Gehlen organization combined forces and
agents with the OSS, which was soon to become known as the
CIA. Experts in clandestine and illegal control of Germany

processes became the new teachers for Allen Dulles
Richard Helms. They helped form the new CIA in 1947, based

Nazi Germany."
upon clandestine activities in
Espionage networks were supposedly to spy out secrets of other
nations. Instead they have secretly engaged , in clandestine

political actions, stirred revolts, overthrown governments and
attempted to bring about political change.
The method of maintaining billion dollar war machines anJ
related armament and aircraft factories requires controlling
people, political leaders, end otherwise legal governmental agencies. The Communist scare, hot war and cold war propaganda,
would continue to manipulate the majority of the people. This
scare was the brainchild of the Fascist strategist.
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WANTED — Congressman candidate with no previous political
experience to defeat a man who has represented the district in the
House for ten years. Any young man, resident of district, preferably
a veteran, fair education, no political strings or obligations and
possessed of a few ideas for betterment of country at large may
apply for the job. Applicants will be reviewed by 100 interested
citizens who will guarantee support but will not obligate the
candidate in any way.26

That ad was typical, a covert method of pretending this was
an open contest for office. Richard Nixon, located in Maryland, still in the Navy, received a telephone call from Herman
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Perry. "Are you a Republican and are you available?" were the
two questions asked of Nixon."
Herman Perry was Vice-President of Bank of America29—
which was soon on its way to becoming the largest private bank in
the world. By 1960, one hundred top corporations were spending $21-billion for military goods. In California alone, fully
half of all jobs related directly or indirectly on the continuance.
of the arms race.29
Richard Nixon, poor, from an unknown family, absent from
the California scene for many formative years during law
school and military service, was selected to represent old guard
California Republicans who picked him to run for ,Congresi.39
He was called upon to serve the strategists.
Nixon was "recognized."
Significant to the political escalation of Richard Nixon from
Senator to Vice-President was the Alger Hiss case. The Hiss case
was to Nixon what the Reichstag fire was to Hitler. Both were
dramatic lies planned and executed by the clandestine strategists:
Parallels to Germany strategy — assassinations, destruction of
evidence, distortion of evidence to discredit legitimate public
/servants — existed precisely in America.31 In 1934 Alger Hiss was
legal counsel for the Senate Nye Committee. This group was
set up for the purpose of INVESTIGATING ILLEGAL
REARMAMENT PRACTICES.32 During those years Hiss was
antagonizing American industrial and banking giants. Germany
was illegally rearming. It became necessary to discredit any
persons such as Hiss who were interested in peace, working for
legitimate peaceful alternatives.
Whittaker Chambers made a point of becoming acquainted
with Alger Hiss in 1934. At that time, some considered Chambers
to be a German spy.33. Using techniques of imported masters of
espionage, plans were being made at that time to discredit Alger
Hiss. By waiting several years, Hiss could be strategically
occupied in various GoVernment services. John Foster Dulles
was instrumental in placing Hiss as head of the Carnegie
Foundation, a group associated with peace and the United
Nations.
Attacks on Hiss started in 1941, attempting to associate him
with Communists, exploded , into a time bomb in 1948. The total
effect in delaying the smear was to discredit an era. Richard
Nixon became recipient of the efforts. The reputation of
Roosevelt, the New Deal, Dumbarton Oaks Conference, United
Nations and Truman's administration all became tinted "red."
Joe McCarthy entered this milieu and expressed fears that had
been fomented in lies.
Richard Nixon had always served his masters by employing
fear and hysteria. His orginal campaigns against Jerry. Voorhis
and Helen Douglas were unfounded red smears. That is the only
way he operates.

The Parts Left Out of Laugh-In
When Jack Margolis, co-author of A Child's'Garden of Grass
and columnist for the Los Angeles Free Press, was a staff writer
for TV's Laugh-In, he submitted the following sketch for the
Dirty Old Man and the Prudish Old Woman on the park bench:
Tyrone:1th, my little fawn, my little woodland nymph . . • .
Tears of joy are wellingin my heart because I'm so glad to see you.
Gladys: Fuck off, Tyrone, and keep your stinking hands off my
breasts or I'll kick you in your stupid balls.
Tyrone: Look, you ugly bitch . . . the only reason I'm coming
on to you is in the hope that I'll eventually be able to pee on your
mangy hair. Now knock off the bullshit or I'll poke your little button eyes out with my cane.
Gladys: Look, you old fart, I've got a police whistle secreted in
my asshole and I'll blow the hell out of it unless you split, creep.
Tyrone (exiting): Fuck it. I'll go home, pull my pud, and come
on my picture of Teresa Brewer.
Realist

One of the clues to covert smears is the common mishandling of
evidence. For 81/2 years I have studied carefully the evidence,associated with the murder. of John Kennedy. Bullets, clothing,
weapons, X-rays, photographs, car interior, autopsy reports,
cameras, street sign, curb, lamppost, clothing of John Connally,
diaries, FBI documents, CIA reports and State Department
papers were either burned, airborne to Michigan and destroyed,
altered, planted, missing or locked up."
Evidence to prove covert murder of Robert Kennedy is locked
up for seventy five years."39
What happened to the lone piece of evidence in the Alger Hiss
case that was important to his conviction, the famous Woodstock
typewriter? Because Richard Nixon said his "name, reputation
and career" were linked to this case, he will tell you about the
typewriter himself:
Richard Nixon, My Six Crises
Doubleday and Company, Inc.
Garden City, New York 1962 $5.95, page 59
"A massive search was initiated for the key 'witness' in the case, the
old Woodstock typewriter on which Chambers said Mrs. Hiss had
typed the incriminating documents. On December 13, FBI agents
found the typewriter. The same day I appeared before the Grand
'Jury with the microfilm."

For $5 less, and six years later, you can buy the same story, by
the same author, without the typewriter.
Richard Nixon, My Sir Crises
Pyramid Books. 95e, page ,64
"A massive search was initiated for the key 'witness' in the case, the
old Woodstock typewriter on which Chambers said Mrs. Hisi had
typed the incriminating documents. On December 13, FBI agents
were. unable tofind the typeWriter, but they did find some old. letters • ,
which Priscilla Hiss admitted having typed on the Woodstock." •

At this point, Nixon added a footnote blaming the "pres& who
were busy in those tense days and there were several rumors
behind the closed doors of the Grand Jury. One reporter said the
typewriter was found, but actually it was not found until several
months later."
Even with the above explanation, Nixon still does' not
inform the reader that the Woodstock typewriter was found
not by the 35 FBI agents several months later who were
turning Washington upside-down searching for it. The typewriter was actually found by Donald Hiss and his mill
investigators, and presented by Alger Hiss at the first 'trial as
an exhibit for the defense.
The chief prosecutor of the Alger Hiss case, Richard Nixon,
trying to pin a conspiracy or Communist label on Hiss, could not
write his own book correctly about the key evidence used against
him. This kind of smear and investigation was going to be used as
the excuse for elevating Nixon into the role of. Vice-President of
the United States. Allen Dulles and John Foster Dulles would
control all State Department policies and espionage activites for
the President.
There was another observation regarding the famOus
Woodstock typewriter. Robert Kennedy, as Attorney General of
the United States in 1962, was making a "recent check and finds
the FBI never had the Woodstock typewriter". Writing to Meyer
Zeligs about this matter, Claude Cross mentioned, "In my
mind there is a mystery connected with this typewriter and its
whereabouts from the period just prior to the trial."39
Why was Robert Kennedy searching for this important
evidence, the link in the Nixon saga? Were the Kennedys getting
ready to investigate Richard Nixon's pieces of planted evidence
used for purposes of slander and red-baiting?
Three of Alger Hiss' friends who could have changed the tide
of history — Harry Dexter White, Walter . Marvin Sinith and
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Lawrence Guggan—were found dead shortly after having contact with our FBI.37 When the covert government creates its
plot, in Germany or in the United States, nobody stands in
their way.
Isaac Don Levine is the man who took Whittaker Chambers
"by the arm," a reluctant Chambers, and arranged the meetings
where he would begin to smear Alger Hiss.38 It was no.
coincidence that the same Isaac Don Levine would be meeting
with Marina Oswald, widow of Lee Harvey Oswald,
immediately following the murder of President Kennedy. They
were in a huddle to exchange money for squeezing a
"communist" story out of a CIA plot.39 Levine served Richard
Nixon's career faithfully and many times through the years.
"This fellow Levine is in contact with Marina to break the story up
a little more graphic manner and tie it into a Russian business, and it
is with the thought and background of a Russian connection,
conspiracy concept."
—John J. McCloy
Minutes of Warren Commission Meetings
January 21, 1964

Alger Hiss said that Richard Nixon was engaged in something
"beyond his scope and size."^c Richard Nixon, like Adolph
Hitler, is a patchwork quilt. Both men represent the sum total of
all murders, secret plans, behind-the-scene covert imaginations
that created their existence. They were hand-sewn and designed
by identical masters. It was a community project between persons
from Nazi Germany and the United States military and
intelligence agencies.
.
They are in power today, continuing mass murders, political assassinations. Industrial giants scrape the bottom of the ocean, the
surface of the moon, the face of the earth for the oil, gold,
minerals, resources within their grasp. It is the moral obligation of
human beings to halt this hunger for power and legalized greed
toward the majority of persons on the planet earth.
High summit meetings, a false sense of euphoria preceding elections, does not conceal increased budgets for weaponry, new laws
of,repression or further concentration of power in the White
House. The family of humanity is not represented by the
strategists who are few in number, still holding on to their
power. Secret organizations such as the. Lincoln Club, formed
in 1963, continue to finance and dictate to. Richard Nixon.'"
This group should be carefully examined.
1. Clandestine rearmament of Germany
Inspection for Disarmament
Edited by Seymour Melman
Columbia Press, 1968
Pages 202-219
2. Illegal attitude to Geneva Accord
Pentagon Papers
New York Times Paperback
Bantam Press, 1970
Page xi
3. Clandestine armies of U.S., home and abroad
Invisible Government
David Wise, Thomas Ross
Bantam Edition, 1965
Espionage Establishment
David Wise, Thomas Ross
Random House, 1967
4. Kennedy, Dealey
Warfare State
Fred Cook
Macmillan Press, 1967
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Nixon's kind of power -- over other people's lives — is
elusive, and vanishes rapidly at the proper moment. The
human family has new weapons in the war against secrecy.
Information is power. Speed of communications is power.
Ability is power. Sheer numbers of intelligent and concerned
citizens becomes power. Facts are power.
Available facts and documentation of past political assassinations must be exposed today, before the next election in
• 1972. The coup d'etat in 1963, and again in 1968, did not represent
the people or the interests of the majority. It is time to call a halt
against the cold war, the hot war, and the war against ourselves.
By examining the evidence of political assassinations, it is possible to understand how the country was misled down the line by a
select, elite minority.
The strategists, aided by clandestine and covert planning, do
not represent the people or the interests of the people in the
United States.

Postscripts to the Martha Mitchell Story
Douglas Caddy, Washington lawyer, has been found in civil
contempt of court for refusing to answer a series of grand jury •
questions about the June 17th raid. He had briefly represented
the ffve men arrested during the Democratic break-in, and he
reportedly also represents Howard Hunt, linked to the White
House as a consultant, and a seventh man identified only as
"Mr. X."
have been described as friends of
Mr. Hunt and Mr.
Douglas Caddy. Mr. Caddy refused to answer questions about
the occasions that he has been retained by Mr. Hunt and Mr.
X, and the telephone calls he placed or received on the night of
'the raid. Attorney Caddy has hired no fewer than four lawyers
to defend him against the contempt charges.
Also, the Justice Department was accused in a lawsuit by a
Ralph Nader group of permitting and even encouraging a
wholesale, widespread and flagrant violation of Federal elecdon laws. The government itself had become the chief 'protector of "corruption, fraud and dishonesty in financing the
presidential and congressional campaigns," according to the.

suit.
Named as a defendant in this suit was Harold H. Titus, Jr.
— the current United States Attorney for the District of
Coltunbia who is the chief Federal prosecutor in the jurisdiction where such indictments would have been sought.
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6. Called a traitor
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9. Eisenhower surrendered power to me
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The Peter Eater
From Mazatlan, Kesey, Mountain Girl and I went to Mexico
City for fruitless talks with a lawyer. Then we rejoined the bus at
Manzanillo. From there Hassler, Zonker and I decided to split for
the United States.
We reached the border in the evening and never ones to waste
anything, swallowed all of our medicines, which included various
stimulants and painkillers. We were clean when we crossed the
border. '
Hitchhiking wasn't paying off well and we spent several hours
standing at various spots along the highway. A short ride here, another there. But then we struck paydirt.
A white convertible, top up, pulled up. How far were.we going?
L.A. Well, here was a ride to Seal Beach. We took it. After we'd
thrown our packs in the car and got in ourselves the guy driving
turned to us and said, "Hi, I'm Harry Brown and I'm as queer as a
three-dollar bill and I want to suck your. peters."
Zonker, in the front seat, seemed most perturbed by this introduction. We begged off and Harry Brown and his white convertible carried us off into the night.
Harry was not one to give in quickly. He pleaded and insisted
that he be ptrmitted to suck our peters. He even bought us a beer,
which got the Mexican medicines churning again.
Finally, we said okay and Harry pulled over on a deserted
stretch of highway. We followed him for a few yards into a bowl16. Gehlen, Hoover, Dulles, Pentagon
- Secret War for Europe
Louis Hogan
Stein and Day, 1969
Pages 35-36
17. OSS became CIA, Dulles, Helms
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Pages.115-116, 132-176
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Nixon
Ralph DeToledano
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Page 35
19. Alameda, air contracts
Ibid, Nixon
Page 37
20. New York, Contracts
My Six Crises
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Page 81
Importation of Germans
Project Paperclip
Ibid, Pages 4-5
22. German atrocities
Project Paperclip
'bid, Page 61
23. Anticipation for arrival
Project Paperclip
Ibid, Page 64
24. Department of Navy
Porject Paperclip
Ibid, Page 66
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shaped field. There was a full moon. Harry asked if it would be all
right if he jerked off while he sucked our cocks. We said we'd
rather that he jerked off while looking at our cocks. A compro,
raise was reached.
Harry also asked if we'd whip him with our belts while he
jacked off while sucking our peters. Hassler and I said No. A man '
has to have some sense of what's right and wrong.
But Zonker agreed. However, Zonker only had a cotton woven
Mexican belt and told Harry it wouldn't hurt very much. "Ah,
well," Harry said, "go ahead and hit me with it anyway."
It's the thought that counts.

One Picture Is Worth • • .
One of my editors, when I was a newspaper reporter in Chicago, considered doggedness to be next to godliness.
When he had been a young man he had been assigned to get a
photograph of a boy who had been killed in a freak accident. He
went to the boy's home only to be rebuffed by the parents, who
wanted to keep their only photo of their son. Other newsmen were
also hovering around the front door, seeking the picture. The parents were adamant.
So the reporter who was to become my editor went to the rear
of the house, found some paper, stuffed it under the house and
lighted it with a match.
The house caught on fire, the fire trucks came, the reporter ,‘
rushed into the burning house and grabbed the dead boy"s photo
from atop the mantle, then rushed back to his office.
The house burned to the ground.
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You mean this
actually removes
hemorrhoids
without surgery?

How District Attorney Jim Garrison Was Framed
Jim Garriscrnswas arrested in July 1971 by
federal agents who charged him with taking
bribes to protect illegal pinball gambling in
New Orleans.
John Mitchell in Washington and U.S. At
torney Gerald Gallinghouse from New
Orleans announced the arrest. They were
assisted by the FBI and the Internal
Revenue Service.
A federal judge earlier that Spring had
ordered Garrison to halt charges of perjury
against Clay Shaw which stemmed from his
conspiracy trial in New Orleans.
Associated Press, UPI, Life, Time and all
the media were on band to photograph Jim
being fingerprinted, framed and taken away
by federal agents.
The New Orleans States-Item delighted in
printing every word of the 107-page allegations against the New Orleans D.A. It made
front pages for many consecutive days.
Pershing Gervais, former friend and investigator for Jim, ‘helped the government attempt to imprison and fine his pal.
On May 25, 1972, Gervais surfaced and
had a change of heart.
Details were revealed about how the Jus-

tice Department went to great efforts to get
some kind of a conviction against Jim Garrison, This was obviously punishment for his
revealing the conspiracy that murdered President Kennedy.

The Justice Department, the FBI acid the
Treasury Department are involved in every
one of the major and minor political assassinations and conspiracies in the U.S.
These departments are supposed to investigate misconduct and criminals. They are not
supposed to frame and turn the word 'justice' around to create convictions of innocent persons.
Pershing Gervais gave a detailed account
of his relationship with the Justice Dept.
Legal action by Congress, impeachment of
public officials, is required.
Associated Press, UPI, Life, Time and all
the media were strangely silent as the account of Jim Garrison's innocence was announced. There were no cameras on hand to
photograph the criminals in Washington.
Gervais made the following statements:
I. "The Justice Department forced me to
make a false affidavit against Jim Garrison."
2. "Gerald Shur, Ries Cash, Kathy Kimry

were my contacts from the Justice Dept."
3. "I was given a phony minister's permit
in order to work in Canada."
4. 1 was given an alias in Washington,
following the New Orleans arrangements,
which became Paul Mason."
5. A birth certificate was issued to his son
under the new false name, so he could
attend school in Canada.
6. "My next job, in Canada, was to spy
on an oil company. to see why they were not
getting drilling rights."
7. The chain of command from the Justice Dept. went from Washington, to General Motors in Detroit, to General Motors
in Canada where Gervais was placed in a job
paying $18,000 a year. He didn't work. This
was a pay-off.
8. The contact man in. Canada was a man
named Blackemore, now a "retired" member
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Pershing Gervais has stated that "I have
been working at a fake job in Canada since
January,.and living there' since July, all because of connivance between the Justice Department, the Canadian Government and
General Motors."

